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Abstract
Biological transport processes often involve a boundary acting as separation of
flow, most commonly in transport involving blood-contacting medical devices. The
separation of flow creates two different scenarios of mass transport across the inter-
face. No flow exists within the medical device and diffusion governs mass transport;
both convection and diffusion exist when flow is present. The added convection cre-
ates a large concentration gradient around the interface. Computer simulation of
such cases prove to be difficult and require proper shock capturing methods for the
solutions to be stable, which is typically lacking in commercial solvers. In this thesis,
we propose a second-order accurate numerical method for solving the convection-
diffusion equation by using a gradient-limited Godunov-type convective flux and the
multi-point flux approximation (MPFA) L-Method for the diffusion flux. We applied
our solver towards simulation of a nitric oxide-releasing intravascular catheter.
Intravascular catheters are essential for long-term vascular access in both diag-
nosis and treatment. Use of catheters are associated with risks for infection and
thrombosis. Because infection and thrombosis lead to impaired flow and potentiality
life threatening systemic infections, this leads to increased morbidity and mortality,
requiring catheters to be replaced among other treatments for these complications.
Nitric oxide (NO) is a potent antimicrobial and antithrombotic agent produced by
vascular endothelial cells. The production level in vivo is so low that the physiological
effects can only be seen around the endothelial cells. The catheter can incorporate
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a NO source in two major ways: by impregnating the catheter with NO-releasing
compounds such as S-nitroso-N-acetyl penicillamine (SNAP) or using electrochemi-
cal reactions to generate NO from nitrites. We applied our solver to both situations
to guide the design of the catheter. Simulations revealed that dissolved NO inside
the catheter is depleted after 12 minutes without resupplying, and electrochemical
release of NO requires 10.5 minutes to reach steady state.
Lung edema is often present in patients with end-stage renal disease due to reduced
filtration functions of the kidney. These patients require regular dialysis sessions to
manage their fluid status. The clinical gold standard to quantify lung edema is
to use CT, which exposes patients to high amounts of radiation and is not cost
efficient. Fluid management in such patients becomes very challenging without a
clear guideline of fluid to be removed during dialysis sessions. Hypotension during
dialysis can limit fluid removal, even in the setting of ongoing fluid overload or
congestive heart failure. Accurate assessment of the pulmonary fluid status is needed,
so that fluid overload and congestive heart failure can be detected, especially in the
setting of hypotension, allowing dialysis to be altered to improve fluid removal.
Recently, reverberations in ultrasound signals, referred to as “lung comets” have
emerged as a potential quantitative way to measure lung edema. Increased presence
of lung comets is associated with higher amounts of pulmonary edema, higher mortal-
ity, and more adverse cardiac events. However, the lung comets are often counted by
hand by physicians with single frames in lung ultrasound and high subjectivity has
been found to exist among the counting by physicians. We applied image processing
and neural network techniques as an attempt to provide an objective and accurate
measurement of the amount of lung comets present. Our quantitative results are
significantly correlated with diastolic blood pressure and ejection fraction.
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Part 1
Computer Simulation of a Nitric Oxide-Releasing Catheter with a Novel




In this section, we will first introduce the theoretical background, and then the
background of the specific applications.
1.1 Theory: Mass Transport with Boundary of Flow
Three major phenomena are involved in the transport of molecules: diffusion,
convection, and reaction. Diffusion is the random motion of molecules from thermal
energy transferred by molecular collisions [1]. Convection is transport from move-
ment of bulk fluids [1]. Reaction is a process that results in the interconversion of
chemical species [2] and can affect the concentration of certain molecules.
Biological transport also follows these principles, although many additional chal-
lenges arise, such as that the flow field may be complex [3], biological barriers may
impede the process of transport [4], and the transported molecules may be snatched
by binding proteins in the body [5]. One situation has been under-addressed is the
transport involving a boundary of flow, or a discontinuous flow field.
Mass transport involving a boundary of flow is common in blood-contacting med-
ical devices. Accurately resolving the mass transport phenomenon is important to
understand drug delivery and chemical leaching in these devices. When placed in
vivo, mass transport within and outside these devices depict two different situations
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of mass transport: no flow exists within the biocompatible polymer (or other mate-
rial) that is used to manufacture this device so that the mass transport is restricted
to diffusion; all of convection, diffusion, and reaction is involved in bloodstream
due to blood flow and interaction with other molecules. Depending on the relative
strength of the convection and reaction with respect to diffusion, the concentration
of a molecule may drop sharply at the interface, creating a sharp concentration gra-
dient.
Real concentration levels are rarely captured accurately in animal models in vivo
due to the following reasons. The corresponding real-time sensor for the specific
molecule may not be available for in vivo use. Even if such a sensor exists, the
insertion of such a sensor can largely affect the flow field in the bloodstream, which
means that the concentration measured can be different from the concentration in
the intended use case. In addition, animal studies incur various costs, including
monetary costs to purchase and host the animals, time for researchers to complete
the animal studies, and ethical costs with the test procedures [6].
Computational modeling has captured increased presence in guiding the designs
of medical devices and is being actively recommended by the Food and Drug Ad-
ministration (FDA) [7]. When the solution contains a large gradient, or “shock”,
however, the solution is often unstable and overshoots or undershoots can happen.
Proper shock capturing methods are needed to accurately resolve shocks in the sys-
tem. Biological systems typically involve complex geometries and solvers capable
of handling higher dimensions, especially in 3D is necessary. No existing literature
has demonstrated a method for stable numerical solutions of the convection-diffusion
equation in domains containing a boundary of flow. There exists a clear need for such
a solver to be developed to accurately resolve the concentration in such domains, es-
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pecially for the use case below, a nitric oxide (NO)-releasing catheter. After a proper
scheme for the convection-diffusion equation is deduced and implemented, the reac-
tion term can be implemented as an additional local source term to complete the
simulation of all three transport processes mentioned above.
1.2 Use Case: A Nitric Oxide-Releasing Catheter
Blood-contacting medical devices carry risks of thrombosis and infection [8], and
intravascular catheters are no exception. Being a foreign material to the body, the
catheter polymer can activate the coagulation pathway and cause blood clots to form
around the catheter [9]. Venous thrombosis is very common from catheterization
and can happen in 6 to 67% of patients [10] and may result in pulmonary embolism,
catheter malfunction, and/or post-thrombotic syndrome [10, 11]. In addition, various
strains of bacteria can form biofilms on the surface of the catheter [12, 13]. A biofilm
is a population of bacteria growing in a polysaccharide matrix. Bacteria contained
in biofilm gain increased antimicrobial resistance and can cause infections [14]. The
incidence of catheter-related infections is estimated to be about 3.9 per 1000 line days
and each incidence can cost on average $33000 to $75000 depending on the situation
[15]. Catheter-related infections involving one group of catheters, the central venous
catheters are estimated to place a burden of $1.85 billion in US every year alone
[16]. The risk factors also have a synergistic effect: the risk of a patient to get deep
vein thrombosis is 17.6× higher if they got a catheter-related infection [10]. The
risks of having a catheter-related infection increase significantly after 5 to 7 days of
catheterization [17], limiting the service life of the catheters.
There are multiple strategies to manage formation of thrombi and biofilms in clini-
cal and research settings. Besides keeping hygienic practices and replacing impacted
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catheters (which are associated with additional complications) [18], modifications
to the catheters and concurrent procedures have been proposed to limit the risks.
Current clinical practice to manage thrombosis is to use systemic anticoagulant de-
livery, the most common being heparin [19]. Systemic use of heparin are associated
with risks of thrombocytopenia, hemorrhage, and arterial embolism [20]. Local de-
liveries are preferred, such as using heparin coating or covalent-linked heparin, but
irreversible side effects can still happen [21] and the release kinetics do not support
continuous use of more than one week [22]. Management of infection involves using
antibiotic or antiseptic coating on the catheters or as locking solutions. Antimicro-
bial or antiseptic coating are effective in reducing infection rates, but not as effective
to prevent severe infections such as sepsis [23]. Use of antibiotics are associated with
reports of antibiotic resistance which carries serious complications, especially when
the antibiotic used is vancomycin [24]. The evidence of using antiseptic coating,
such as chlorhexidine-silver, is inconclusive, and in vitro studies to induce bacterial
resistance to antiseptics has been successful [25].
NO is a potent antibacterial and antithrombotic agent [26, 27]. The presence of
NO is natural to the body, as the vascular endothelial cells releases a small amount
of NO to regulate vasodilation and prevent adhesion of platelets to the vessel wall
[27]. Use of NO in catheters is challenging, however, since the half-life of NO in
blood is short and is estimated to be in the millisecond to second range [28, 29], the
surface of the catheter might be too far for NO to reach. Therefore, catheters that
use NO as the antibacterial and antithrombotic agent will have to carry their own
NO source. Various strategies of NO release from catheters are being researched, but
this thesis will focus on two methods: impregnating the catheter with a NO-releasing
compound, S-Nitroso-N-acetylpenicillamine (SNAP) into a variety of biocompatible
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polymers [30, 31, 32], or using electrochemically modulated NO release from nitrites
[33, 34]. We will simulate NO release from these two configurations using the novel
convection-diffusion solver we developed.
1.3 Organization of Part 1
Part 1 of this thesis is organized as follows:
 Chapter II (A Second Order Stable Solver for the Convection-Diffusion Equa-
tion in Domains with Boundaries of Flow) will focus on delivering the numerical
methods for the novel convection-diffusion equation solver. This solver is a fi-
nite volume method (FVM)-based solver and is formulated for both 2D and 3D
using a body-fitted grid. The convection part of the equation is solved by a
Godunov-type scheme and the diffusion fluxes by a multi-point flux approxima-
tion (MPFA) method. The solvers are verified to have second order accuracy.
Implementations of the solvers will be briefly covered.
 Chapter III (Simulation Results of a Nitric Oxide-Releasing Catheter) will focus
on applying the solver to two catheter configurations: catheters impregnated
with a NO source, and catheters that release NO electrochemically. The possible
implications of the simulated results will be discussed.
 Chapter IV (Conclusion and Future Directions) summarizes the overall results,
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A Second Order Stable Solver for the Convection-Diffusion
Equation in Domains with Boundaries of Flow
2.1 Introduction
Biological transport often involves domains including interfaces separating the
presence of flow. Such is the case for transport in blood-contacting medical devices.
Our interest is in designing a nitric oxide (NO) releasing intravascular catheter that
releases NO from either S-nitroso-N-acetyl penicillamine (SNAP) crystals impreg-
nated inside the catheter polymer [1, 2] or an electrochemical source that generates
NO from nitrites [3]. Transport of nitric oxide involves three main routes, convec-
tion, diffusion, and reaction, as visualized in Figure 2.1. Convection transports NO
with blood flow; diffusion preferably transport NO down the concentration gradient;
reaction generates or consumes NO chemically.
v
v






Figure 2.1: Three main mass transport routes: convection, diffusion, and reaction, visualized with
nitric oxide as an example molecule.
In both methods of NO generation, NO is transported out of the solid phase of the
catheter polymer through pure diffusion and meets blood flow. The abrupt addition
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of convection to the transport quickly depletes NO and creates a large concentra-
tion gradient (“shock”), leading to negative and unstable solutions from commercial
simulation packages during our early attempts, even with added numerical stabiliza-
tion and without considerations for further depletion of NO by reaction. Negative
solutions appear due to the nature of solving a differential equation numerically in
a discrete domain. A proper numerical scheme is needed to accurately capture the
shock and resolve the concentration profile of NO around the boundaries of flow.
The developed numerical scheme would be applicable to other simulation problems
involving a boundary of flow, especially in biology-inspired domains.
2.2 Convection-Diffusion Equation and Historical Discretization Efforts
Our numerical method is derived for the convection-diffusion equation that gov-





= ∇ · (K∇c)−∇ · (vc) +R,
where c is the concentration, t is the time, K is the permeability tensor, v is the
velocity, and R is the rate of reaction. We will not consider the reaction term for the
development of this solver, since reaction rates do not need special spatial discretiza-
tion. In addition, we assume incompressibility in the flow field, which is typically
true for liquid-phase flows. Often in homogeneous domains, the permeability tensor
can be written as the diffusion coefficient D times the identity matrix I:
(2.2) K = DI.
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= ∇ · (D∇c)− v · ∇c.
We need to discretize this equation 2.3 so that we can solve this equation nu-
merically. The need for discretizing the convection-diffusion equation is unique that
the equation 2.3 contains a first and a second order spatial derivative term, and
the numerical methods will need to be able to handle both derivative terms. No
existing numerical schemes have been formulated to solve the convection-diffusion
equation in domains containing flow boundaries. However, some numerical schemes
for the convection-diffusion equation exist and claims stability of the solution. We
only consider second or higher order schemes due to the excessive need of fineness of
the mesh to produce acceptable results using first-order accurate schemes. We will
also restrict our discussion in formulations that are available in higher dimensions,
as in 2D and 3D.
Most discretization strategies fall into one of two categories: finite element meth-
ods (FEM) and finite volume methods (FVM). Among finite element methods, dis-
continuous Galerkin methods are naturally formulated to solve for first-order dif-
ferentials (hyperbolic) and the continuous Galerkin methods typically designed for
second-order differentials (parabolic) [4]. Since FEM methods are designed to han-
dle either differential, additional stabilization for the other differential is needed,
such as Bassi-Rebay schemes BR1 [5] / BR2 [6] and internal penalty [7] methods
for discontinuous Galerkin, and streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) meth-
ods [8] for continuous Galerkin methods. Recently, Lynch et al. have proposed a
SUPG method with additional shock capturing formulations to stabilize the oscilla-
tions near Neumann boundaries and obtained satisfactory results for Pe´clet numbers
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up to 1.5 × 104 [9]. Finite element methods are typically more flexible in configur-
ing for higher dimensions or higher orders of accuracy, but experimental parameters
are often involved in stabilizing the solution and some FEM formulations can be
computationally expensive.
Finite volume methods are less flexible on the orders of accuracy, but typically
provides stabilization without the need for parameter tuning and occasionally accom-
panied by mathematically proven stability on one-dimension. Individual schemes for
diffusion and convection can be chosen and combined to solve the whole equation.
Higher-order upwind schemes, including approximate Riemann solvers such as the
Roe solver [10] have be historically used, but the central schemes have received
abundant attention due to their simpler formulations and lower computational costs
without the need to solve for eigenvalue problems associated with Riemann solvers
[11]. Early central schemes only offered directional-splitting extensions onto Carte-
sian grids [12]. Some schemes are further extended to be used in 3D unstructured
tetrahedral grids, such as the Nessyahu-Tadmor Scheme [13].
All these solvers, however, do not satisfy the needs for simulating mass transport
in discontinuous flow fields. Meshing of the domain is in at least 2D, but typically
3D and generally not on a Cartesian grid, where nodes are evenly placed on the x,
y, and z axis on Cartesian coordinates. Combining cut cell methods with directional
splitting of 1D schemes is challenging due to the cut cell methods generally have
trouble handling a variety of boundary conditions [14]. Body-fitted grids typically
require hexahedral elements to be padded around the boundary layers to accurately
resolve the effects around them. To accurately solve the convection-diffusion equation
in a domain containing a boundary of flow, we need a new numerical scheme.
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2.3 Description of Our Numerical Scheme
Our numerical scheme is developed in Cartesian coordinates to allow complex do-
main configurations. Transport across solid-liquid interfaces creates diffusive bound-
ary layers [15]. Inspired by the use of hexahedral elements in flow simulations [16],
we use a single type of elements, quadrilateral for 2D and hexahedral for 3D, to
construct a body-fitted mesh over the simulation domain to accurately resolve the
boundary layers and to simplify the numerical methods. To solve the system, the
diffusive flux, corresponding to the ∇ · (D∇c) term and the convective flux, corre-
sponding to the v ·∇c term, need to be formulated numerically for quadrilateral and
hexahedral mesh elements. Our formulation of the numerical fluxes falls into the
family of FVM and is second order accurate.
The Kurganov-Tadmor (K-T) central scheme [12] is a second-order, Godonov-
type, and Riemann-free solver for the convection-diffusion equation, but the scheme
was developed on 1D domain and only extended to higher dimensions for Cartesian
grids by directional splitting. A piecewise linear approximation is performed for
each cell to achieve second-order accuracy. The authors used generalized minmod
gradient limiting to achieve convective fluxes satisfying the property of total variation
diminishing (TVD) for guaranteed stability. The diffusion flux is calculated using a
two-point flux approximation (TPFA) method from two adjacent cells. For 2D and
3D meshes, calculating and limiting the gradient is not as straightforward as in 1D
because the cell centers of three adjacent cells may not lie on a straight line. This
situation is illustrated in Figure 2.2. The TPFA diffusion flux may contain mesh-
independent O(1) error since K-orthogonality may not hold in general meshes [17].
This situation is shown in Figure 2.3.
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(a) A five-element stencil in a Cartesian grid (b) Elements in general grids
Figure 2.2: An example in 2D: challenge in generating gradients for piecewise linear approximation
in general meshes. Four estimates of the gradients within the central cell can be generated using
four neighboring elements. In a Cartesian grid, two estimates (red) only contain the x-component of
the gradient and can form an estimate for the x component after a gradient limiter; the y-estimate
follows the same pattern (blue). In a general grid, all four estimates may contain both x and






Figure 2.3: An example in 2D: when mesh-independent errors arise. Assuming isotropic diffusion
K = DI, K-orthogonality reduces to the orthogonality of the line connecting the cell centers
x1, x2 with respect to the face. In a Cartesian grid, the K-orthogonality is always satisfied for
isotropic diffusion. This is not necessarily the case in general meshes. Mesh-independent errors will
be present in the solution for more general meshes.
Our solution is to use a larger flux stencil for calculating the convection fluxes
and use the multi-point flux approximation (MPFA) to calculate the diffusion fluxes.
Below, we will present our extension of the K-T scheme to 2D and 3D for quadrilateral
and hexahedral meshes.
2.4 The 2D Stable Numerical Scheme
The core of our extension is to find a proper convection stencil that enables us to
calculate the gradients for the piecewise linear reconstruction during the calculation
of the convective flux, and an accurate diffusion scheme that can replace the TPFA
method used in the K-T scheme [12].
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2.4.1 Convective Flux
The conservation element and solution element scheme, a separate scheme for
Euler’s equations, was extended to quadrilateral and hexahedral elements by Zhang
et al. [18] by using a 5-element (2D) and 7-element (3D) stencil. The 2D stencil
was then adapted by Huynh [19] with simplified expressions for gradient calculations
in central schemes for convection equations. We will present our modification to
Huynh’s extension to allow arbitrary use of gradient limiters.
As illustrated in Figure 2.2, we have four estimates for the gradients in possibly
four directions, so we need to formulate appropriate directions of gradients so that
we can pair up two estimates and limit the gradients. A five-element stencil is
constructed with the central element and its four immediate neighbors, as shown in
Figure 2.4. The new element is an octagon, made up of four vertices of the central
element V1...4 and the cell centers of the neighboring elements O1...4. Reconstruction
of the new elements is performed for all elements within the domain. For this stencil
shown in Figure 2.4, we denote the cell centers of the reconstructed elements of the
neighboring cells to be O∗1...4, to differentiate from their original cell centers O1...4.
The neighboring elements are then split into two pairs, “left (1) - right (2)” and “up
(3) - down (4)”.
We first need to find new cell values of the octagon elements. This is found by
using a volume-weighed average, as shown in equation (2.4).
(2.4) cO∗0 =
cO0AV1V2V3V4 + cO1AV1V4O1 + cO2AV2V3O2 + cO3AV1V2O3 + cO4AV3V4O4
AV1V2V3V4 + AV1V4O1 + AV2V3O2 + AV1V2O3 + AV3V4O4
,
where cOi denotes the cell value of the original element with cell center Oi for i =








Figure 2.4: A central quadrilateral cell and its four immediate members. An “octagon” element is
constructed by joining the vertices of the original element V1···4 with the neighboring cell centers
O1...4. The cell center of the original element is O0 and the cell center of the octagon element is
O∗0 .
linear reconstruction takes place in each octagon cell with the following expression:
(2.5) c(~x) = cO∗0 +∇c · (~x− ~xO∗0 ).
Each pair of the neighboring cells will contribute one component to the gradients
∇c. Since O∗0 is the cell center of the new cell, O1O2 and O3O4 must pass through
O∗0. Therefore, we obtain an approximate direction of the gradient for each pair. For
example, equation (2.6) demonstrates the calculation of the left gradient with unit
vector ~nlr. We can use the same procedure to find the right, up, and down gradients.




= (cO∗0 − cO∗1 )~nlr.
To obtain stable solutions and proper gradient estimates, we apply gradient limiters
to the two gradients obtained in a pair. Without loss of generality, we assume the
flow is from left to right. Therefore, the left element is an upstream element and the
right element is downstream. The gradient limiting takes the following form as in






∇cright ; ∇clr = g(rlr)∇cright~nlr.
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The flux limiter function g(r) is generally chosen by the person who is performing
the simulation, but a total variation diminishing (TVD) limiter is generally used for
stability. See Section 2.6.1 for the gradient limiters we picked for our solver.
The unit vectors ~n are not necessarily the unit vectors for 2D Cartesian coordi-












We now use the semi-discrete K-T formulation [12] of the convective flux f shown
in equation (2.9). The edge states c+ and c− are calculated at the shared edge
center from the upstream and the downstream element using equation (2.4) with the
gradients calculated from the previous step.
(2.9) a = ~n · v; f = a
2
(c− + c+)− |a|
2
(c+ − c−).
Huynh’s approximation of the gradients is a less flexible version of our extension
with a van Albada 1 limiter [19]. Our method reduces to the directional splitting
method by Kurganov et al. [12] on a Cartesian grid. TVD stability is guaranteed
for Cartesian grids with any TVD limiter.
2.4.2 Diffusive Flux
We coupled our convection scheme with an existing diffusion scheme for general
quadrilateral meshes, the multi-point flux approximation (MPFA) L-method. The
MPFA scheme is a family of methods that use an expanded stencil to satisfy the K-
orthogonality required to obtain accurate solutions for diffusion [20]. The method
we are using is a relative compact scheme within the MPFA scheme, the L-method
[21].
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The L-method is unique in such a way that each edge is split down the middle and
the flux across half edges are calculated. A four-element stencil is used for calculating
the flux across each half edge, as shown in Figure 2.5.
(a) Stencil 1 (b) Stencil 2
Figure 2.5: Two possible stencils for 2D MPFA L-Scheme. These stencils are for diffusion flux
across the blue, bolded half edge. Each stencil spans three elements and is highlighted in red. The
nodes making up the stencil, marked with small circles, are centers of the corresponding element
or edge.
The derivation of the fluxes will be omitted in this thesis as it is covered in detail
in Aavatsmark et al. [21]. We will simply give an expression for Stencil 2 in Figure
2.5. The definition of the normal vectors can be found in the following Figure 2.6.
Figure 2.6: Definitions for the normal vectors in Stencil 2 of the MPFA L-Scheme. Tht total number
of normal vectors is 9, including ~n1,2 and ~v1...7. These normal vectors have magnitudes equal to
the length of the corresponding edge. x1,2,3 are cell centers of the corresponding cells; x¯1,2 are edge
centers; x¯3 is the common node of the cells inside the stencil.





 ; Tj = ~νT2j−1~ν2j; ωijk = 1Tj ~nTi Dj~νk; χijk = 1Tj ~νTi R~νk.
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to write our expression for the transmissibility matrix T to obtain the flux vector f
as in equation (2.11)




ω111 − ω124 − ω123χ711 ω112 − ω123χ712
ω211 − ω236χ711 ω212 − ω235 − ω236χ712

B =
ω111 + ω112 + ω123(1− χ711 − χ712) −ω123 − ω124 0







ω111 + ω112 0 0
ω211 + ω212 0 0
 .
The resulting flux vector f from (2.11) has two components, f = [f1 f2]
T . Our
target in Stencil 2 is the edge with unit vector ~n2 as shown in Figure 2.5 and we take
f2 to be the diffusive flux across the edge. Both Stencil 1 and 2 generates a flux for
the highlighted edge; we select the stencil that has smaller transmissibility from the
central cell to the other cell across this edge according to the T matrix. [21]
2.4.3 Simulation and Verification
The only boundary condition we implemented in the 2D solver is the periodic
boundary condition. We used the Dormand-Prince [22] as the time stepping method.
First, we used a convection problem to test the shock capturing capabilities of
our solver. In a square 1 × 1 domain with periodic boundary conditions, the initial
concentration is c(t = 0) = (x > 0.5). Discontinuities are located at x = 0.5 and
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x = 1.0 (0.0). The velocity field is v = [0.1 0.0]T and the diffusion coefficient D is
0 everywhere. The mesh is a uniform mesh perturbed by up to 10% of its length.
The results are shown in Figure 2.7 showing the solutions at t = 0, 5, 10. We can
see that the shock is retained quite well and no overshoot or negative concentrations
occurred.
Next, we tested the solver for performance in diffusion. On a 1 × 1 grid with
periodic boundary conditions, we used a Gaussian wave c(t = 0) = e−
(x−0.5)2+(y−0.5)2
0.004
as the initial condition and a diffusion coefficient of D = 10−3. No velocity field is
applied and we are using the same mesh as in the above case. The results are shown
in Figure 2.8 showing the “spreading-out” behavior expected from diffusion.
We then added diagonal convection to the above diffusion problem such that the
Gaussian wave is transported back to the original position after t = 1, which means
that v = [1.0 1.0]T . We used a van Albada 1 filter in this case to stabilize convection.
The structure of the Gaussian wave is retained quite well and the solution is stable,
as shown in Figure 2.9.
We also tested a few other problems with the 2D solver and tested for convergence
rates of the solver. We used the 1-norm of the difference between the theoretical and







The convergence rates of the 1-norm error ranges from 0.98 to 1.82 in the situations
depicted below in Figure 2.10. There are four types of studies, including three
situations we mentioned above, and a pure convection of a sine wave. The tests
are run on a uniform mesh or a perturbed uniform mesh, giving eight total studies.
The solver readily achieved second-order accuracy on most problems except on the
1-norm of convection of a shock on a uniform mesh, which is an expected behavior
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when the solution contains a shock.
These test problems have shown good shock-capturing abilities of our solver and
acceptable orders of accuracy and pave the way for us to extend the scheme to 3D.
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Figure 2.7: Solution: convection containing two discontinuities at t = 0, 5, 10 with horizontal
velocity of 0.1. The left half of the graph is a surface plot of the solution, and the right half is the
solution on a cut line y = 0. The solver was able to accurately retain the shock after one cycle of
convection without introducing too much numerical dissipation. A van Albada 1 limiter was used
on a 800× 800 perturbed mesh.
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Figure 2.8: Solution: pure diffusion of a Gaussian wave c(t = 0) = e−
(x−0.5)2+(y−0.5)2
0.004 at t = 0, 0.5, 1
with D = 10−3. The left half of the graph is a surface plot of the solution, and the right half is the
solution on a cut line y = 0. We can clearly see from the cut-line graph that the magnitude of the
peak decreases with time due to diffusion. The mesh is a 800× 800 perturbed mesh.
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Figure 2.9: Solution: diffusion and convection of a Gaussian wave c(t = 0) = e−
(x−0.5)2+(y−0.5)2
0.004 at
t = 0, 0.5, 1 with D = 10−3 and vx = vy = 1.0. The left half of the graph is a surface plot of the
solution, and the right half is the solution on a cut line y = 0. The magnitude of the peak decreases
and increases with respect to time due to the relative position of the peak and the location of the
cut line. The final amplitude of the peak is lower than the initial condition due to diffusion The
mesh is a 800× 800 perturbed mesh and we used a van Albada 1 limiter.
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(a) Square convection, uniform mesh, 0.98 (b) Square convection, perturbed mesh, 1.35
(c) Sine convection, uniform mesh, 1.82 (d) Sine convection, perturbed mesh, 1.58
(e) Gaussian diffusion, uniform mesh, 1.60 (f) Gaussian diffusion, perturbed mesh, 1.21
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(g) Gaussian conv/diff, uniform mesh, 1.77 (h) Gaussian conv/diff, perturbed mesh, 1.76
Figure 2.10: Convergence rates for 8 model problems tested. Error measure is the 1-norm error. The
cases in the left column (a, c, e, g) are studied using a uniform mesh. The cases in the right column
(b, d, f, h) are studied with a perturbed mesh. The convergence rates are computed automatically
with all points using a linear fit. Cases (a, b) are convection of a square wave. Cases (c, d) are
convection of a sine wave. Cases (e, f) are diffusion of a Gaussian wave. Cases (g, h)
are convection and diffusion of a Gaussian wave. These convergence rates generally show second-
order convergence of our solver, except when a shock exists in the initial condition and final solution.
2.5 The 3D Stable Numerical Scheme
The 3D scheme is a further extension to the 2D scheme and allows us to solve
simulation problems in real life. The method of finding gradients and diffusive fluxes
are detailed below. The test problems for the 3D solver is more advanced than the
2D case and more closely resemble our use case.
2.5.1 Convective Flux
The gradients should be properly calculated and limited during calculation of the
convective flux for stability of the solution. We further extended Huynh’s formulation
to 3D while using an alternative strategy of gradient limiting to enable the use of
arbitrary gradient limiters. Our extension to K-T convective flux in hexahedral
meshes is presented below.
We adopt a seven-element stencil, including the central element and the six neigh-
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bor elements that share a face with the central element, to calculate the gradients in
the central element. We divide the neighbor elements into three pairs: two elements
in a pair share a face with the central element that is opposite to each other in the
central element. The “left”/“right”, “up”/“down”, and “front”/“back” neighbors








Figure 2.11: A central hexahedral element and a pair of neighbor elements in the seven-element
stencil. A new 14-vertex, 24-faced element is formed by the cell centers of the six neighboring
elements O1...6 and eight vertices V1...8 of the central element. The center of the original element
is O0 and the center of the new element is O
∗
0 . Only two neighboring elements shown to reduce
cluttering.
For general meshes, the cell centers O1, O0, O2 may not lie on the same straight
line, creating difficulty in gradient limiting. Instead, we form new 24-faced elements
from the seven-element stencil with 14 vertices, including six cell centers of the
neighboring elements O1...6 and eight vertices of the central element V1...8. The new
element consists of the central element and six pyramids formed by four vertices of
the central element and the cell center of one neighboring element. An example of
one such pyramid in Figure 2.11 is O1V1V4V5V8. We denote the centroid of the 24-
faced element as O∗0. Similar 24-faced elements can be constructed for neighboring
cells and the centroids are denoted as O∗1...6. The cell value of the new element cO∗0










where cOi is the cell value with cell center Oi, VO0 is the cell volume of the central
element, and Vpyramid,i is the pyramid containing vertex Oi. The linear reconstruction
c(~x) within the new cell can be written as follows in equation (2.15).
(2.15) c(~x) = cO∗0 +∇c · (~x− ~xO∗0 ).
To calculate the gradients ∇c, we first approximate the gradients with respect to the
six neighbor elements using the new cell values. The direction is approximated using
−−−→
O∗0Oi, shown in equation (2.16).




, j = 0, 1, 2, k = 0, 1.
Each of the three pairs of neighbors contribute one component to the gradient ∇cj.
We apply gradient limiting to each pair of the gradients with a suitable limiter
function g(r), as shown in equation (2.17). The following formulation assumes cj,1 is




∇cj,1 . ∇cj = g(rj)∇cj,1~nj, j = 0, 1, 2.
The gradients are then transformed to Cartesian coordinates using the Jacobian






















We now use the semi-discrete K-T formulation [12] of the convective flux f using the
gradients calculated from the previous steps, shown in equation (2.19). The edge
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states c+ and c− are calculated at the same face center from the upstream and the
downstream element using equation (2.15).
(2.19) a = ~n · v; f = a
2
(c− + c+)− |a|
2
(c+ − c−).
Our extension reduces to the direction-splitting extension proposed in the original K-
T method [12] in Cartesian grids when using a minmod limiter. The TVD property
is guaranteed for this extension on Cartesian grids using any TVD limiter.
2.5.2 Diffusive Flux
We applied the Multi-Point Flux Approximation (MPFA) L-method in 3D [23]
for diffusion. The MPFA L-method does not require the mesh to be K-orthogonal
and solves the diffusion fluxes accurately on general hexahedral meshes. We will only
briefly explain the 3D MPFA L-method in this section.
Similar to the 2D case, each face now is divided into four quarter faces and each
quarter face has four potential stencil configurations, which are shown in Figure 2.12.
The center element in the centered schemes is labeled as element 1 and the other
elements labeled as element 2, 3, 4. In the non-centered scheme, elements 1, 2 border
two other elements; element 1 shares a face with element 3; element 2 shares a face
with element 4. We have the following notations:
 xi, i = 1 . . . 4: cell center of element i.
 x¯1: face center of shared face between elements 1 and 2.
 x¯2: face center of shared face between elements 1 and 3.
 x¯3: face center of shared face between elements 1 and 4 (centered) or 2 and 4
(non-centered).
 x¯4: edge center of shared edge between elements 1, 2, and 3.
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(a) Centered 1 (b) Centered 2
(c) Non-centered 1 (d) Non-centered 2
Figure 2.12: Four possible stencils for the MPFA L-Scheme: (a),(b) centered stencils and (c),(d)
non-centered stencils. The shaded area is the quarter face that the flux is going to be computed
for.
 x¯5: edge center of shared edge between elements 1, 2, and 4.
 x¯6: edge center of shared edge between elements 1, 3, and 4 (centered). For
non-centered schemes, x¯6 is split into x¯6 and x¯7 on the edges that completes the
quarter faces in the stencil, with x¯6 on the side of elements 1 and 3, and x¯7 on
the side of elements 2 and 4.
 ~ni, i = 1 . . . 3 are the outward-pointing normal vectors of the quarter faces, with
magnitude equal to the area of the quarter face.
The structure for getting the fluxes is similar to the 2D formulation, with the trans-
missibility matrix T formed by four sub-matrices:
(2.20) Tu = f ; T = CA−1B +D.
We give one sample expression of the matrices A, B, C, and D, for a centered
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stencil and a non-centered stencil. For a centered stencil,
(2.21)
A =
ω111 − ω121r111 − ω122 − ω123r112 ω112 − ω121r121 − ω123r122 ω113 − ω121r131 − ω123r132ω211 − ω231r113 − ω233r111 ω212 − ω231r123 − ω232 − ω233r121 ω213 − ω231r133 − ω233r131





k=1 ω11k + ω121 + ω123 −
∑3
j=1(ω121r1j1 + ω123r1j2) −
∑3
k=1 ω12k 0 0∑3
k=1 ω21k + ω231 + ω233 −
∑3
j=1(ω231r1j3 + ω233r1j1) 0 −
∑3
k=1 ω23k 0∑3
k=1 ω31k + ω341 + ω343 −
∑3









ω111 + ω112 + ω113 0 0 0ω211 + ω212 + ω213 0 0 0
ω311 + ω312 + ω313 0 0 0
 .




ω111 − ω121 + cω113(r231r112 + r211) cω113r221 − ω122 ω112 + cω113r231r122
−cω123(r112 + r132r211) −cω123r211r132 −cω123r122
ω221 − ω233r214 ω222 − ω233r224 − ω231
c(ω223 − ω233r234)(r112 + r132r211) +c(ω223 − ω233r234)r132r221 cr122(ω223 − ω232r231 − ω233r234)
−cω232(r211 + r231r112) −cω232r221
ω311 − ω343r113 ω312 − ω341 − ω343r123
c(ω313 − ω343r133)(r211 + r231r112) cr221(ω313 − ω342r132 − ω343r133) +c(ω313 − ω343r133)r231r122






j=1 r1j2) c(ω123r132 − w113)(1−
∑3






c(ω233r234 + ω232r231 − ω223)
∑3
k=1 ω22k + ω233(1−
∑3
j=1 r2j4)
×(1−∑3j=1 r1j2) +c(−ω223r132 + ω223r234r132 + ω232) −∑3k=1 ω23k 0
×(1−∑3j=1 r2j1)
c(ω343r133r231 + ω342 − ω313r231) c(−ω313 + ω343r133 + ω342r132)






ω111 + cω113(r211 + r231r112) cω113r221 ω112 + cω113r231r122ω221 + cω223(r112 + r132r211) ω222 + cω223r221r132 cω223r122














k=1 ω22k − cω223r132(1−
∑3
j=1 r2j1) 0 0∑3










The definition of ω and r can be found in [23] or [24]. We applied Wolff et
al.’s selection criteria [24] for selecting the proper stencil by selecting the maximum
absolute sum of transmissibilities across the quarter interface.
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2.5.3 Boundary Conditions
The boundary condition is handled as follows. For Dirichlet boundary conditions,
a ghost cell is padded to the outside of the boundary element by reflecting the center
of the boundary element with respect to the boundary face. For calculating the
convective fluxes, we set one of the boundary states to be the boundary condition
for calculating the flux in (2.19) while the diffusion flux uses a simple two-point flux
approximation as in Wolff et al. [24]:
(2.23) f = − D|~n||xf − xc|(cf − cc)|A|,
where the subscript f denotes face center and c denotes the cell center. The cf is set
to the boundary condition. A is the area of the boundary face.
Neumann boundaries are excluded from flux calculations and are added directly
to the flux tally. Outflow boundary conditions are handled by setting the boundary
value to the same as the boundary element and forcing zero diffusion flux. Inflow
boundary condition is handled as a Dirichlet boundary condition.
2.5.4 Simulation and Verification
We chose an adaptive Dormand-Prince method for time marching [22]. We applied
our solver to a convection-only and a diffusion-only model problem to verify that
our solver is second-order accurate. These model problems are chosen because the
capabilities of the solver are sufficiently evaluated and the analytical or very fine
mesh solutions of these problems can be obtained. The convection problem is a
diagonal transport of a gated Gaussian wave on a 1.0 × 1.0 × 1.0 cubic domain, as
shown in Figure 2.13a. The initial condition is a gated Gaussian wave centered at
(0.3, 0.65, 0.4) with the expression below in equation (2.24). H(x) is the Heaviside
step function. The convection velocity is v = [0.5,−0.375, 0.25]T so that after t = 0.4
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the gated wave is centered at (0.5, 0.5, 0.5).
(2.24)
c(0) =10e−200((x−0.3)
2+(y−0.65)2+(z−0.4)2) · [H(x− 0.2)−H(x− 0.4)]
· [H(y − 0.55)−H(y − 0.75)] · [H(z − 0.3)−H(z − 0.5)]
The diffusion problem is set up in a concentric cylinder with inner diameter 0.5,
outer diameter 1.0, and length 1.0, as shown in Figure 2.13b. The initial condition
is a high-concentration band at 1/3 < r < 0.4. The diffusion coefficient is D = 0.01
over the whole domain. All boundaries are zero-flux Neumann boundaries. The
simulation stops at t = 0.5.
(a) Initial conditions of the convection problem. (b) Initial conditions of the diffusion problem.
Figure 2.13: Initial conditions of the 3D convection-only and diffusion-only problems, cut at the z =
0.4 plane. The convection problem is transport of a gated Gaussian wave with velocity components
in all three directions, and the diffusion problem is diffusion of a high-concentration band in a
cylindrical domain.
We performed convergence studies on the model problems shown above in Figure
2.13. We chose the l2 difference between the exact solution and the obtained solution,
integrated through the whole domain, as our error measure. The expression of the






The convergence graphs are shown in Figure 2.14. We find 2.7th order of conver-
gence in convection and second order of convergence in diffusion. The extra order of
convergence may have come from an L2-projection of the initial conditions during
the initialization step. We integrated the initial condition using high-order accurate
Gaussian quadrature over each element to obtain the initial values of the element.
Similar treatments in Discontinuous Galerkin methods using linear basis functions
have reported higher than 2.5th order convergence on 2-norms [25]. The exact rea-
sons for superconvergence are subject to further investigation. We also calculated
the order of convergence using the 1-norm as stated in (2.13), and the order of con-
vergence is 1.35 for convection problem and 1.99 for diffusion. The superconvergence
disappears when using the 1-norm.
Figure 2.14: Convergence rates for the model problems for l2 error norm. The convergence rate is
2.715 for convection and 1.982 for diffusion.
We then applied the solver towards a test case that contains convection and dif-
fusion inside a domain separated by boundary of flow. The simulation domain is
the same concentric cylinder as in Figure 2.13b. The initial condition is a high con-
centration band at 0.3 < r < 0.4 and 0.1 < z < 0.2. A Dirichlet inflow condition
of c = 0 is set to the near end of the domain at z = 0 and an outflow boundary
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condition is set to the boundary at z = 1. All other boundary conditions are no
flux Neumann boundaries. The flow is present at r > 0.4 only with a velocity of 1.0
in the +z direction. The diffusion coefficient is D = 10−4. The simulation stops at
t = 0.6. Using the definition of the characteristic length as the ratio of the volume
and the surface of the domain, we find the Pe´clet number Pe to be 4.67× 103 where







pi(0.53 − 0.253)× 1.0
pi(0.52 + 0.252)× 10−4 = 4.67× 10
3.
Slices cut at x = 0, or equivalently, θ = 0, at t = 0 and t = 0.6 can be seen in
Figure 2.15 on a 125× 125× 125 mesh with a van Leer limiter. The r-position of the
trail where flow is present increases with increased z, indicating contributions from
both convection and diffusion in the transport process. When flow is not present,
the transport process is purely diffusion.
(a) t = 0 (b) t = 0.6
Figure 2.15: t = 0 and t = 0.6 solutions of the test convection-diffusion problem in domain separated
by boundaries of flow, cut at the x = 0 plane.
The shock happens at the interface when convection is suddenly added to the
transport process, in other words, at r = 0.4. Figure 2.16 shows a c vs. r plot on
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a cut line through θ = 0 and z = 0.15. We can see that even though the solution
dropped many orders of magnitude, the solution is stable and no negative values are
found along the cut line.
(a) Linear scale (b) Log scale
Figure 2.16: Cut line of at θ = 0 and z = 0.15 for solution of the test convection-diffusion problem
in domain separated by boundary of flow at t = 0.6.
2.6 Implementation Details
This section covers the implementation details that were not discussed in the main
numerical methods.
2.6.1 Flux Limiters
We adopted the following TVD and symmetric (g(r) = g(1/r)) flux limiters for
both the 2D and 3D solver.
 minmod [26]:
(2.27) g(r) = max(0,min(1, r))
 superbee [26]:
(2.28) g(r) = max(0,min(2r, 1),min(r, 2))
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(2.31) g(β, r) = max(0,min(βr, 1),min(r, β)).
2.6.2 Computing Environment
The main solver is programmed using C++ and compiled with the Intel C++
compiler 19.1 (Intel, Santa Clara, CA) with C++ 17 and OpenMP support. Vi-
sualization is done by pure Python for the 2D solver, but the 3D solver uses an
open source visualization package vtk and visualization software Paraview (Kitware,
Clifton Park, NY). Data serialization for mesh elements used the language-neutral
protocol buffer developed by Google (Mountain View, CA).
All the test problems are run on an Intel i7-8700 processor with /O2 and opti-
mization flags for the Coffee Lake structures turned on. The runtime for 2D sample
problems on 800×800 meshes is about 25 minutes. The runtime 3D sample problems
on 100× 100× 100 meshes is about 40 minutes.
The codes for both the 2D and 3D solvers, with some sample results, are hosted
on private GitHub and GitLab repositories. If access is granted, the codes can be
obtained from:
 2D solver: https://github.com/micw523/FVQuadSolver;
https://gitlab.com/bioxusn/FVQuadSolver.
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Chapter III
Simulation Results of a Nitric Oxide-Releasing Catheter
With a solver capable of resolving sharp concentration gradients caused by a sep-
aration of flow, we are ready to tackle simulation problems inspired by real life. This
chapter covers detailed methods and results of simulations involving NO-releasing
catheters.
3.1 Introduction
Intravascular catheters are essential for long-term vascular access in both diag-
nosis and treatment. However, these catheters can trigger the thrombotic pathway
since the blood recognizes them as foreign surface. Bacteria can also adhere to the
surface of these catheters and form biofilms. [1] Malfunctioning catheters due to clot-
ting and infections will have to be replaced. In particular, malfunctioning catheters
interrupts the life sustaining clearance dialysis offers, diminishes the quality of life
for end stage renal disease patients is burdensome for both patients and caregivers.
Catheter replacement are burdensome for both patients and physicians and are occa-
sionally associated with additional complications [2]. Even though the recommended
guidelines are followed, catheter-related infections can still occur and claim lives.
Nitric oxide (NO) is a potent antimicrobial and antithrombotic agent. Although
healthy vascular endothelial cells release NO into the bloodstream, the effective con-
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centration of NO may be too low to exhibit physiological effects around the surface
of intravascular catheters. [3] Higher local concentration is needed to activate the
desired physiological properties of NO to be used in catheters, requiring the catheter
to provide a source of NO.
Recent approaches to provide a source of NO in the catheters include electrochem-
ical reactions [4] or impregnation of the catheter with a NO-releasing compound [5].
Evidence can be seen through bench and animal models associated with these ap-
proaches. However, the release profile of NO in animals is largely inaccessible in situ
and the measurements are mostly performed post-experiment, showing a significant
different result compared to lab bench models largely due to convection by blood
flow. Even if a in vivo NO sensor is developed, the sensor may still disrupt the flow
field and obtain different results compared to real-life situations.
Catheters are typically thin tubes made of biocompatible materials. The sizes of
commercial catheters are typically presented in the French scale [6], with 1 French
(Fr) corresponding to 0.33 mm in the outer diameter of the catheter. Depending on
the clinical need, the diameter of the catheters can range from 3 Fr [7] to 30 Fr [8].
The axial cavities of the catheters are called lumens and are used for vascular access.
More than one lumen may be present for multiple needs during clinical intervention.
For example, in dual-lumen catheters, the two lumens can be used to draw and
return blood during dialysis sessions [9]. Infection rates may vary between different
number of lumens present in a catheter [10]. Attempts to validate NO release for
all configurations of catheters will require a very large of animals and would be
unfeasible.
Computer simulation provides a cost-effective solution to estimate the release pro-
file of NO inside the animal. The simulated results can also be used as a platform
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to design optimal shapes of the catheter, placement of the NO source, and NO re-
lease profiles without dedicating excessive resources and efforts to performing animal
experiments.
We will simulate two methods of NO release in this chapter: NO release from
a SNAP-doped catheter in a single-lumen catheter and from a dual lumen catheter
with a dedicated lumen for generating NO electrochemically.
3.2 Methods
The solver used in the simulation is discussed in Chapter II, specifically designed
to capture the concentration drop across interfaces separated by boundaries of flow.
[11] We will be using this solver to simulate two scenarios of NO release.
3.2.1 Doped Catheter in a Concentric Cylinder Domain
The first category is a SNAP-doped catheter. SNAP is synthesized from N-acetyl
penicillamine, which is an FDA-approved drug for heavy metal poisoning. [1] SNAP
has been successfully doped into CarboSil (silicone polycarbonate polyurethane) [12,
13], Elast-eon (silicone polyurethane) [5, 14], and silicone catheters [15, 16]. SNAP is
typically doped at a 1 to 15 weight % during fabrication of the catheters by soaking
the catheter in the polymer solution containing SNAP in regular intervals, and a new
layer of SNAP-doped polymer is applied to the catheter after evaporating the solvent
[12]. The doping process is repeated until the catheter reaches the desired diameter.
The SNAP-doped active layers are often covered by non-doped polymers to avoid
spikes in NO release. Recently, dedicated lumens of SNAP-containing material have
been used as another design choice [17].
SNAP is a very good candidate for NO release because of its stability under
heat, humidity, and ethylene oxide sterilization [12]. It only releases NO when both
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humidity and temperature are elevated [12]. SNAP also exists as solid crystals in
the catheters [12] and the reaction kinetics of SNAP releasing NO is not clear. To
avoid this problem, we will attempt using the weight % of SNAP as the initial NO
concentration in the doped region and characterize the results.
We will simulate an Elast-eon doped single-lumen catheter in this chapter with
configurations in Brisbois et al. [5]. The catheter consists of three layers: an active
layer doped with SNAP sandwiched by two inactive layers. The relative width of
these layers is 1 (inactive): 5 (active): 1 (inactive), as shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: A cross-section diagram of the simulation domain. The catheter is placed at the center
of a blood vessel as shown on the left side. The composition of the simulated catheter, zoomed in,
is shown on the right. The catheter has a 1 (active): 5 (active): 1 (inactive) configuration. The
1:5:1 ratio is reflected in the width of the layers.
We placed this catheter inside a jugular vein. We assume the flow inside a jugular
vein is Newtonian and non-oscillatory. We also assume that the catheter is placed at
the center of the vein, so that the equation for the Poiseuille flow inside a concentric
cylinder can be imposed. Available clinical data measurements are average flow rates
and the geometries of the vein. We can use equation (3.1) to derive for the flow field
inside the domain. Convection only exists between the catheter and the vessel wall,


















Indeed, the situation above is a simplified model of a catheter placed inside a
jugular vein of length 30 cm. The real situation is likely that the catheter is in a
winding pattern and bounces off the vessel walls. However, we would like to call into
attention that, if the catheter is placed closer to the vessel wall, NO concentration
would increase due to the vessel wall endothelial cells being a source of NO [18] with
comparable NO generation rates with respect to NO-releasing catheters [5].
Relevant parameters related to the simulation is presented in Table 3.1. For initial
conditions, we set the NO concentration in the active layer to be 3.0×10−5mol/cm3,
which is approximately the solid concentration of the NO releasing compound in the
catheter [5]. We simulated the problem for up to 720 seconds on a 55 × 55 × 55
domain. Meshing of this domain is straightforward, with nodes evenly distributed
on the r, θ, and z axes.
Table 3.1: Symbols, physical meanings, and values used in the simulation of the SNAP-doped
single-lumen catheters
Symbol Physical Meaning Value Source
Q Flow rate (jugular vein) 18.168cm3/s [19]
µ Blood viscosity 3.8 cP [20]
r2 Radius (jugular vein) 0.324 cm [19]
r1 Radius (catheter, outer) 0.165 cm [5]
rin Radius (catheter, inner) 0.104 cm [5]
Dw Diffusion coefficient, NO in water 2.21× 10−5 cm2/s [21]
Dp Diffusion coefficient, NO in catheter polymer 8.5× 10−6 cm2/s [21]
No NO is assumed to be present in the vein at t = 0. The r-boundaries, including
the outer surface of the vein and the inner surface of the catheter, are set to Neumann
boundary conditions with no flux. The z-boundaries are set to inflow and outflow
boundary conditions. The concentration of the inflow is set to 0. No reaction is
considered in this simulation. The initial state of the problem is shown in Figure 3.2.
The Pe´clet number, characterizing the relative strength of convective to diffusive
transport in this case is shown in equation (3.2). We estimate the Pe´clet number
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Figure 3.2: Initial condition of the SNAP-doped catheter. The active layer is shown in red has an
initial concentration of c(NO) = 3.0× 10−5mol/cm3.







pi(0.3243 − 0.1653)× 111.8
pi(0.3242 + 0.1652)× 2.21× 10−5 = 1.506× 10
6.
3.2.2 Catheter with Continuous Electrochemical NO Source
Generating NO electrochemically is a relatively novel solution with one key ad-
vantage: the ability to modulate the NO release by controlling the current through
the electrochemical source [22]. These catheters use copper electrodes coupled with
nitrite solutions to generate nitric oxide and has shown to be able to continuously
generate NO [4, 23]. We will simulate NO release in a 7-Fr dual-lumen catheter with
flux values documented in Ren et al. [21]. A schematic for this catheter is shown in
Figure 3.3.
Relevant parameters related to this simulation is included in Table 3.2. Similarly,
we placed the catheter, length 30 cm, at the center of the jugular vein. We set the
initial concentration of NO in blood to be 6pmol/L according to the estimation by
Liu et al. [3]. The z-boundaries are set to inflow and outflow boundary conditions.
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Figure 3.3: A dual-lumen catheter with an electrochemical NO source placed in one lumen. The
dual-lumen catheter is placed at the center of a blood vessel.
The inflow boundary condition takes the same value as the initial condition. The
vessel wall is assumed to be a no-flux boundary. Again, we did not consider reaction
in this model.
Table 3.2: Symbols, physical meanings, and values used in the simulation of the electrochemical
dual-lumen catheters
Symbol Physical Meaning Value Source
Q Flow rate (jugular vein) 18.168cm3/s [19]
µ Blood viscosity 3.8 cP [20]
r2 Radius (jugular vein) 0.327 cm [19]
r1 Radius (catheter, outer) 0.117 cm [21]
rin Radius (source, 0.03 cm off center) 0.006 cm Estimate
f Source NO flux 1.067× 10−10mol/cm3 [21]
Dw Diffusion coefficient, NO in water 2.21× 10−5 cm2/s [21]
Dp Diffusion coefficient, NO in catheter polymer 8.5× 10−6 cm2/s [21]
Meshing of this domain is challenging, since the NO source is 3 mm off center
and we need to preserve the cylindrical boundary layer shapes at the surface of the
catheter. The nodes on z direction are still placed in regular intervals, but the r− θ
plane are meshed in three domains. We used a 64× 48× 48 mesh for this problem,
and the the r nodes are split into 28, 4, and 32 layers. Meshing of the first 28 layers
involves placing nodes evenly on a circle with moving centers, until the center gets




)2 + y2 = (r1 − rin ir
28
)2,
where ir is the index of layers in the r-direction. The second four layers place the
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nodes evenly until reaching the surface of the catheter, and the rest of the layers
evenly map out the domain where flow is present. The initial condition as well as an
illustration of the mesh can be seen in Figure 3.4.
(a) Initial condition (b) Three-layered mesh
Figure 3.4: Initial condition and mesh illustration of a catheter with an electrochemical NO source
The Pe´clet number for this transport problem can be calculated similarly, using







pi(0.3273 − 0.1173)× 95.88
pi(0.3272 + 0.1172)× 2.21× 10−5 = 1.597× 10
6.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Doped Catheter in a Concentric Cylinder Domain
As a side-to-side comparison, we present a model with no flow inside the domain,
as well as our proposed model. The result at t = 180s is shown below to illustrate
the effect of convection.
As shown in Figure 3.5, significant amount of NO is carried out of the domain
by convection. To illustrate this behavior, we present a line cut at z = 15cm of the
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(a) Diffusion Only (b) Diffusion and Convection
Figure 3.5: (a) Diffusion only (b) diffusion and convection models for a catheter with a NO reservoir
at t = 180s. The overall concentration of NO decreases in the model with convection, and the
concentration drops quickly around where flow is present.
solution with respect to the radial distance r in both linear and log scales, as shown
in Figure 3.6.
Next, we illustrate the effect of the z-location on the concentration of NO. Going
further along the catheter, more NO is accumulated by convection from the earlier
parts. We cut the solution at r = 0.1651cm, which is 10−4 cm from the surface of
the catheter at r = 0.165cm. Figure 3.7 shows this behavior.
Lastly we present the time-dependent behavior by characterizing the amount of
NO remaining in the catheter with respect to time. The result is shown in Figure
3.8. We can see that the amount of NO remaining decreases to below 10% after 360
seconds, and below 1% after 720 seconds.
3.3.2 Catheter with Continuous Electrochemical NO Source
We are mostly interested in two measures in this scenario: the time for NO release
to reach steady-state, and the concentration of NO around the surface of the catheter
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(a) Linear plot (b) Log plot, convection only
Figure 3.6: Linear and log plots of the solution cut at z = 15cm with respect to the radial coordinate
r. The linear plot shows both cases whether convection is present or not. The log plot only shows
the case when convection is present. The concentration curve for the convection case is fully below
the pure diffusion case. The kink in the solution curve is caused by a change in diffusion coefficient
at the surface of the catheter.
Figure 3.7: The concentration of NO versus z coordinates with a NO reservoir. Increased z coor-
dinates receives NO from earlier regions by convection, thus increasing the concentration.
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Figure 3.8: NO consumption in a catheter with a NO reservoir by convection. More than 99% of
the NO initially present in the catheter is depleted after 720 seconds.
at the steady-state. First, we will present the time-dependent solution of the NO
release, as shown in Figure 3.9. The solution shown contains a surface plot of the
concentration at z = 15cm. It also includes a line cut on the x axis to show the
concentration levels across the catheter. On the line cut we can easily notice that
the solution on two sides of the catheter show different behaviors due to the off-
center placement of the source, with the side closer to the source showing higher
concentration levels.
To further illustrate the difference of the concentration behavior on both sides, a
line-cut solution on Figure 3.10 shows the relationship between the concentration of
NO with respect to z at 10−4 cm outside of the catheter. The concentration is above
10−11mol/cm3 or 10−8mol/L for almost all z. The difference in the concentration is
about 2.6 times, even though the catheter is only 0.03cm off center (about 25% of
the catheter radius).
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(a) t = 0s
(b) t = 10s
(c) t = 60s
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(d) t = 120s
(e) t = 180s
(f) t = 240s
54
(g) t = 300s
(h) t = 360s
(i) t = 540s
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(j) t = 630s
(k) t = 720s
(l) t = 900s
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(m) t = 1440s
Figure 3.9: Time-dependent solutions of NO concentration for a NO-releasing catheter with an elec-
trochemical NO source. For each time point, the figure on the left shows the surface concentration
at z = 15cm. The figure on the right shows the concentration along a cut line on the x axis, shown
as a white line on the left figure. The solution reaches steady state after around 630 seconds.
Figure 3.10: The concentration of NO versus z coordinates for the electrochemical catheter. In-
creased z coordinates receives NO from earlier regions by convection, thus increasing the concen-
tration. Due to the off-center placement of the NO source, the plot “L” and “R” depicts the lowest




The treatment of SNAP-doped catheter as a NO reservoir is clearly incorrect,
based on the fact that 99.9% of NO has leaked out after three minutes of simulation,
which is clearly in contrast to experimental results that the catheter could work
for more than 7 hours in vivo [12]. Therefore, we should avoid drawing excessive
conclusions from the first model. We will need to have further understanding of
NO-releasing kinetics of SNAP before making suggestions to designs. However, the
model does illustrate the effect of convection to NO transport and suggests that NO
is quickly cleared, in around 12 minutes, from the catheters when NO sources are
depleted.
The situation with an electrochemical NO source provides us with more insight.
The concentration of NO is likely above nM range, which should be sufficient in
suppressing most biofilm formations [24, 25, 26]. The time to reach to the steady
state concentration is about 10.5 minutes, which is reasonably quick.
Both situations demonstrated that the concentration of NO is the lowest near the
insertion site. The catheter near the insertion site should be closely monitored to
control infection.
One major issue with this simulation is that reaction is not considered. NO tends
to be consumed relatively slowly when gas-phase oxygen is present, but quickly in
whole blood. An estimate of the half-life of NO in whole blood is about 1.8 ms [27]





NO can be quickly consumed by reaction if convection is not present. We can cal-
culate the relative strength of reaction with respect to diffusion using the second
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Damko¨hler number in equation (3.6). In this discussion, we will analyze the case of







8.5× 10−6 = 3.94× 10
5.
The Damko¨hler estimate is slightly smaller then the Pe´clet number we calculated in
(3.2), hinting the effect of the reactions might not be as significant. However, it is
difficult to estimate the relative strength of the reactions with respect to convection,
since calculation of the first Damko¨hler’s number requires a control volume for a
convective time scale. Locally NO is continuously generated along the surface of the
catheter and such a control volume does not exist. As of now, we do not know if added
reaction will affect the simulation outcome and will require further investigation.
The flow field was treated as a concentric cylinder Poiseuille flow. These two
problems have very similar settings, with the second problem having a slightly
higher Pe´clet number (or, a longer characteristic length). We estimate the maxi-





1.07 · 95.88 · 0.3688
0.038
= 996.
Turbulence effects should be minimal at this level of Reynolds number [28] and our
imposed flow field should be valid. Depending on the placement and location of
the catheter, the flow field may vary and additional simulations may be required. In
addition, when the catheter is used to draw or administer fluids, flow exists inside the
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Chapter IV
Conclusion and Future Directions
4.1 The Convection-Diffusion Equation Solver
The solver offers significant improvement to simulation outcomes of the convection-
diffusion equation over existing commercial solvers in domains separated by bound-
aries of flow. Stable solutions can be obtained around the area of interest for high
Pe´clet numbers. It also offers freedom of choosing arbitrary flux limiters depending
on amount of stabilization required. We envision this solver to play an irreplaceable
role in our design of anti-infection catheters and we hope that the numerical methods
described in this paper can assist other researchers that are exploring similar prob-
lems that involves a boundary of flow and experiencing difficulties in resolving large
gradients in the solution. There are a few areas of potential improvements detailed
below.
This solver does not guarantee absolute stability or the TVD property. Solutions
have a chance of going negative due to the following reasons. First, the MPFA L-
method does not limit its gradients. This may produce negative interpolated values
in some elements when using extended stencils. Second, the unit vectors used in
approximating the gradients in the convection flux stencil may not be exact and may
result in instability. Third, we used the single instruction, multiple data (SIMD)
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operations in calculating floating point operations in our implementation for speed,
which may result in a small amount of uncertainty in the calculations. We are
trading off some accuracy for higher parallelization and speed for this solver, but
advanced programming techniques such as the use of MPI library in conjunction
with high performance computing clusters will allow us to use more precise floating
point routines.
Directional limiting, such as the methods we proposed in this paper, is relatively
fast to implement and easy to compute, but can be too restrictive on limiting the
gradients. Berger et al. [1] have proposed a linear programming method that finds
the optimal gradients by solving an optimization problem. In the future, we plan
to investigate the effects using alternative gradient limiting strategies or stencils,
such as the one proposed by Berger et al. However, we did not implement this
strategy. Solving optimization problems requires significantly more resource then
attempting to attempting to resolve a fixed stencil and can potentially drag down
the performance of the solver.
The flux calculation is only formulated for explicit time stepping and we used the
Dormand-Prince method. The time stepping is highly accurate, but can restrict the
size of the time step we take due to the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) condition
[2]. With high velocity flows relatively to the problem size, resolution of the solution
in the direction of flow might be traded off for higher computing speed. An implicit
time stepping method could be used to avoid small time steps in case of high velocity
flows.
The current solver requires quadrilateral meshes for 2D and hexagonal meshes
for 3D. These meshes are difficult to generate automatically so hand meshing is
our current choice. This trade off is to favor the resolution of boundary layers in
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the system. To improve the user-friendliness of this solver, some semi-automatic
routines, such as the blockmesh utility provided in the OpenFOAM [3] packages,
could be useful.
4.2 Simulations of NO-Releasing Catheters
The importance of the simulations are mainly twofold: providing access of NO in
a NO-releasing catheter in an in vivo setting; complimenting the experimental results
from animal studies and replacing large-scale animal studies with simulations. We
have shown that more than 99% of stock NO will be cleared from the solution without
a stable NO source in 12 minutes. We have additionally determined that the time
for NO to reach steady-state in a 7-Fr dual lumen catheter is about 10.5 minutes.
Significant difficulties exist in simulating a NO-releasing catheter using the strat-
egy of SNAP impregnation, due to the fact that the release kinetics of SNAP is not
well understood. Release of NO corresponds to the humidity level and temperature
[4], but no quantitative studies have been performed to determine the relationship
of NO release with respect to humidity, temperature, and wt % of SNAP inside the
catheter. Experimental studies will be important as a precursor to simulating the
NO profile in this case.
Simulations with respect to generating NO electrochemically has obtained some
success. In these simulations, one distinct advantage of this strategy has not been
touched yet: the NO source can be turned on or off. Future simulations should
attempt to construct an optimal periodic operating profile of NO so that the device
life can be extended to maximum while delivering the minimum amount of NO
possible to achieve the antithrombotic and antibacterial effects.
As we have touched in Chapter III, the most severe restriction to our simulation
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is the lack of modeled reactions. Further simulations should incorporate the effect
of NO being consumed by red blood cells. To avoid adding additional complexity
to the simulation, we suggest modeling the reaction between the red blood cells and
NO to be a first order reaction with k = 385s−1 as stated in Section 3.5. Nitric oxide
can also be consumed by oxygen inside the polymer domain due to high solubility of
oxygen [5], but the kinetics of such reactions are less clearly characterized.
The current implementation of the solver assumes isotropic diffusion in each do-
main and uniform partition coefficients. Transport of NO does involve partition
coefficients [6] and can be studied, but will require slight modifications to the solver.
We mainly discuss potential future design considerations for NO release with an
electrochemical source. Catheters come in many geometries with various diameters
and number of lumens [6]. The diameter of the catheters are often standardized in
the French scale [7] and is less flexible during design of such catheters. However, the
diameter of the catheter is very important since the concentration of NO decreases
exponentially with the distance from the source due to diffusion. The concentration
field between a 7-Fr catheter that we simulated in this thesis and a 4-Fr catheter may
be significantly different and may require different doses of NO. Future simulations
should take into account different sizes of the catheter.
When using multi-lumen catheters, it is highly likely that the NO source may be
placed off center. If the location of the source were to be changed from the simulations
proposed by this thesis, or another design of the catheter were to be proposed, it
would be necessary to perform another simulation using the updated geometries to
accurately access the maximum and minimum points of NO concentration at the
surface of the catheter to ensure that sufficient therapeutic level of NO is achieved.
The simulation proposed in this thesis consider the liquid in the lumen(s) to
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be a locking solution: i.e., when the catheter is not in use for delivering fluids or
drawing blood. When flow exists in the lumen(s), additional flow components must
be considered and the concentration field may look very different. Such will be the
case during intravenous delivery or during dialysis sessions.
To get more accurate results, additional parameters, such as additional viscosity
models, various location placement of the catheters in blood vessels, and pulsatile
flow fields could be considered depending on the intended use of the catheter.
Experimental verification of the models will be difficult, partly due to the difficulty
of having a NO sensor that can be used in vivo, and partly because the addition of a
sensor might impact the flow field. The biological system is more complex and blood
vessels take many shapes, so the modeled geometries may not match the ones in vivo.
To experimentally verify these models, one could attempt to build a NO sensor such
as using carbon fibers [8] or micro-electrodes [9] onto the surface of the catheter while
retaining its original shape and attempt to collect data. Instead, one could also try
scaling up the system while keeping important dimensionless parameters, such as the
Pe´clet number intact, and measure the system using particle imaging velocimetry for
the flow field and electrochemical sensors [10] for NO concurrently.
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Part 2





5.1 Lung Ultrasound Comet: What, How, and Why?
Lung comets, or “B-lines”, are visualized comet-tail like artifacts seen on ultra-
sound images [1]. As an acoustic reverberation artifact, they typically emanate from
the surface of the lung and extends towards the bottom of the image. An example
is shown in Figure 5.1. Since they likely originate from alveolar edema at the lung
periphery, there have been many studies documenting the clinical utilities of lung
comets, including differential diagnosis of cardiogenic dyspnea [2], guiding diagnosis
of respiratory distress syndrome [3], assessing the ultrafiltration (UF) volume [4],
as well as predicting mortality and heart failure in end-stage renal disease (ESRD)
patients [5].
Use of lung comets is highly attractive as a non-invasive, non-radioactive way to
manage fluid status [1]. Such measures would be beneficial for ESRD patients, as
the importance of fluid management is gaining attention [6, 7, 8]. The importance of
fluid management is strikingly shown by recognizing that across the 350,000 patients
in the United States about 280,000 episodes per year develop due to fluid overload,
over 80% of which require hospitalization from congestive heart failure, fluid overload
and pulmonary edema, and costs the US around $1.7 billion annually. Management
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Figure 5.1: An ultrasound image with a single lung comet, highlighted in red, on the right half of
the figure. Picture is from our own comet database.
of patients with our extracorporeal therapies, while avoiding hypovolemia during
dialysis, and preventing fluid overload between dialysis treatments is a complicated
task [9, 10, 11]. There is clear need for an improved, accurate method to analyze the
fluid status in ESRD patients.
Contrasting evidence exists for using lung comets to quantify lung edema or to
guide fluid management. Positive results have been widely reported by [12, 5, 13];
however, Seibel et al. [14] concluded that lung comets is currently at best semi-
quantitative and not ready for bedside use as of yet. Some questioned the validity of
lung comets further, by saying that lung ultrasound comets move in and out during
real-time ultrasound acquisition and cannot be easily quantified [15]. The clinical
data we collected also supports the point above, but this should not void the validity
of lung comets and instead calls for the need to capture real-time information of the
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lung comets.
It is important that we cover how lung comets are currently being quantified. The
current (mostly) clinically acceptable method is to have physicians review frames
at different time/location combinations and count each lung comet as if they were
objects [16]. It is not difficult to notice the void in the quantifying protocol: there
is no standard for lung ultrasound collection, including the device and the protocol
[17]. There is substantial subjectivity in the quantifying efforts, such that the lung
comets “B-lines” can be confused with “Z-lines” (an artifact emanating from the
lung surface but does not extend to the edge of the image) [18]. People also question
whether the lung comets should be quantified as an ordinal measure or a rating
[19, 20].
To improve the clinical usefulness of lung comets, a standard for clinical collection
of lung comets should be formulated, since the choice of probe, level of expertise, and
length of the ultrasound cine loop affect the counting result [17]. More importantly,
excessive ultrasound energy to the lungs have shown to cause lung injury in animal
models and creates lung comets due to hemorrhage [21]. However, this is out of the
scope of our discussion.
Intra-class correlation (ICC) is typically used to access the reliability between
measurements. When the comets are counted as objects, Anderson et al. [22] re-
ported the absolute ICC ranges from 0.85 to 0.89; however, a reader study by Gullett
et al. [20] pictured a significant different story such that the inter-observer ICC of
the same images ranges from 0.372 to 0.820 depending on the zone, and reinterpreta-
tion of one single set of images in randomized fashion by two experts yielded ICCs of
0.697 and 0.647. Reliable measurements typically require an ICC of 0.750 or higher
[23]. An objective measure to quantify the lung comets is needed to decrease the
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subjectivity contained in the measurements.
This part of the thesis will cover the efforts we have made to establish such
an objective measure, including image processing and different machine learning
methods. We will also provide our insight to the path of a more objective and
consistent measure of lung comets.
5.2 Organization of Part 2
Part 2 of this thesis is organized as follows:
 Chapter VI (Data Collection of Lung Ultrasound Images and Initial Image Pro-
cessing Analysis) covers the image processing methods we have attempted to
quantify the comets and various assessment scores we have used towards quan-
tifying lung comets.
 Chapter VII (Quantifying Lung Ultrasound Comets with a Convolutional Neural
Network: Initial Clinical Results) describes our initial efforts to use an AlexNet-
like neural network that outputs a single number (the number of comets) with
a given input image. It also describes the first labeled lung comet database that
we generated.
 Chapter VIII (Automatic Segmentation of Lung Ultrasound Comets by Machine
Learning: An Attempt) records the current approaches that we take to quantify
lung comets - by using a segmentation neural network based on a U-Net. It
describes a second labeled lung comet database that we collected. At the end of
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Data Collection of Lung Ultrasound Images and Initial
Image Processing Analysis
6.1 Introduction
Lung ultrasound (USN) has recently been reported to be useful in evaluating
pulmonary edema [1, 2, 3]. Acoustic reverberations, identified visually as lung water
“comets”, due to pulmonary edema have been correlated with mortality, incidence of
cardiac events, and hospitalization [3], and patients with severe congestion exhibited
a 4.2× higher mortality and 3.2× increased risk of cardiac morbidity compared to
patients without lung congestion. At the same time, the validity of using lung
comets as a quantitative tool is disputed [4] . The current common practice of
estimating comets has relied on the observation of still frame ultrasound images; yet
our own clinical observations and others [4] are that lung comets vary during the
real time ultrasound lung examination. We therefore sought to develop and test
an objective and quantitative image-processing method that would estimate comet
count and comet signal strength captured over a series of frames stored in standard
ultrasound cine loops. We further sought to investigate if this objective algorithmic
approach would detect clinically meaningful associations between lung comet counts
and parameters associated with fluid status in hemodialysis outpatients.
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6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Clinical Data Collection
Twenty stable hemodialysis outpatients (17 men and 3 women) were enrolled
at the University of Michigan Dialysis outpatient program after Institutional Re-
view Board approval and informed consent. Lung ultrasound was performed using
a commercially available ultrasound device (7.5 MHz, vascular or small parts probe,
Interson Corporation, Pleasanton, Calif., USA). Ultrasound scanning was performed
through the intercostal (IC) spaces in the anterior and lateral chest for the right and
left hemi-thorax at the beginning and end of dialysis treatment using data collec-
tion methods modeled after [3] . Patients were recumbent in their dialysis reclining
chairs during the ultrasound examination. To preserve modesty, privacy curtains
were drawn in the dialysis unit for all subjects and data collection was limited to the
anterior apex of the chest for women subjects. The ultrasound data were collected
and saved as 2 s cine loops (video loops) at 16 frames per second, or 32 frames for
each IC space (generally 32 IC spaces for men and 12 for women). Early in the
study, abundant lung comets were observed in the apical and parasternal IC spaces;
therefore, to construct a uniform dataset for analysis from men and women, the bi-
lateral parasternal IC spaces 1 through 4 bilaterally (eight IC spaces per subject)
were used for clinical study data analysis. Thus, the total ultrasound dataset for this
analysis were 16 cine loops per subject (eight at the beginning and end of dialysis per
subject) for 20 subjects totaling 320 cine loops per observer for two observers (640
cine loops), consisting of 32 frames per loop or a total of 20,480 frames of ultrasound
data. Additional cine loops were archived for future analysis.
Clinical data collected for evaluation were prescribed and delivered Ultrafiltration
(UF), beginning dialysis BP, dialysis treatment, blood volume monitoring data using
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the CritLine® Monitor (CLM, Fresenius Medical Care North America) and if present
in subject’s clinical data echocardiographic ejection fraction (EF); EF was present
for 13 of the 20 subjects. Since blood volume monitoring data were stable (no
C profiles) in this clinically stable outpatient population, the percent blood volume
(%BV) data collected for analysis used for analysis were the final BV reduction (final
BV) and the mean BV reduction per hour (BV slope). The lung comet score (comet
count, comet fraction) was generated in MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, Mass., USA)
with our laboratory image-processing algorithms. The pre-dialysis comet scores were
analyzed against the clinical parameters available by multiple linear regression. In
addition, the pre-dialysis comet scores were compared to the post-dialysis comet
scores using a two-sided t test.
6.2.2 Image Processing and ROI Collection
The image-processing architecture was developed using Matlab (Mathworks, Nat-
ick, Mass., USA) and image loops were processed offline, after ultrasound acquisition.
The acquired B-mode images were stored in the polar format (i.e., range, beam coor-
dinates), before scan conversion. This is advantageous for comet detection since the
resolution is spatially invariant in this representation, resulting in consistent comet
widths regardless of lateral position or depth. Figure 6.1a shows the relationship be-
tween polar coordinates (right) and physical pixel (left) locations. To acquire image
data, the Interson system mechanically sweeps a single element transducer across
the ±30o field of view and back. As the transducer moves, it transmits and receives
ultrasound signals at a regular rate to form image frames. The mechanical acquisi-
tion results in slower sweep speeds near the edges of the field of view compared to
the center, producing spatially varying beam spacing. Correction of this distortion is
necessary to properly measure comet strength, size, and position. Using analytically
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determined beam positions provided by the manufacturer, a uniform beam sampling
is produced by linear interpolation of B-mode images.
Figure 6.1: (a) Polar coordinate representation of image; (b) Image filtering for comet detection;
Combined B-mode and comet detection; (c) images for visualization and assessment.
Comet detection is performed in a user-defined region of interest (ROI). In this
system, the operator defines points on the lung surface. A spline is generated as
the upper border of the ROI from the input points. The spline is extended by 1
cm or 1.5 cm below the upper border for 5 and 10 cm scan depth.. The same
contour shape is used in Figure 6.1b. The operator also sets the lateral (i.e., across
beam) extent of the ROI. ROI processing is critical to accommodate image quality
variation. For example, the lung surface may occupy only a portion of the image
field of view. In addition, lung border definition is the only user input needed for
the comet assessment method presented here, which can improve reproducibility and
consistency compared to techniques relying on the comet counting by the user. Also,
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the ROI allows for consistent analysis of multi-frame data, an improvement of the
previous, single frame analysis techniques. The ROI are stored locally to avoid re-
defining the ROI for repeated analysis. The machine learning algorithm detailed in
Chapter VII also used this ROI data.
Distortion-corrected B-mode image loops are processed to detect comets. This is
accomplished by applying spatial and temporal matched filters designed with comet-
like features in the image loop. The spacial filter is a size 5 × 100 moving average
filter in the across-beam direction with the assumption of a 5-beam wide comet being
at least 100 pixels long. The spatial filter requires the comet shape to be long and
narrow. The temporal filter is an average filter across three frames. The image is
then normalized with respect to the standard deviation. An example of B-mode and
filtered images is presented in Figure 6.1b. The right (filtered) image is shown using
a positive dynamic range. As seen by the processed image, comet-like structures are
emphasized by the spatial and temporal filtering. Notice also in Figure 6.1b that the
horizontal line appearing approximately at depth 1,700 from width 100–175 is the
pleural surface reverberation seen when a comet is not present, and the comet B-line
extending down approximately from depth 1,000 through 1,700 occurs with loss of
the horizontal A-line, findings typically described as features of lung comets [2]. The
horizontal A-lines are also seen to disappear below the vertical comets highlighted
in Figure 6.1c.
A threshold was applied to the processed image, producing a binary image rep-
resenting location and frames of strong comets. The detected comet signals can be
mapped onto B-mode images for comet visualization as shown in the series of im-
ages in Figure 6.1c. In this case, the comet position and size is indicated by the
red color-encoding derived from the thresholded binary image. This kind of image
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output could potentially guide real-time acquisition and comet assessment.
6.3 Measurement Scores
The comet fraction is the fraction of the comet-positive pixels with respect to the
number of pixels present in the ROI of the thresholded image. The comet count is
then derived from the detected comet-positive pixels. Only discrete comet-positive
pixels will be counted as comets: that is, either a thick comet or a thin comet will be
counted as one comet. Both the comet fraction and comet count were displayed by
the program used for analysis. We also briefly analyzed a third quantifying measure,
the average comet width (comet width) in the number of beams and defined by:





Early in the study we confirmed the observation that B-scan images show consid-
erable variation in comet character and number with slight motion due to transducer
movement or breathing during the real time ultrasound examination (Figure 6.2).
Figure 6.2: The three images show consistent character of the ultrasound speckle pattern from
stable tissue above the pleural line, indicating very slight motion due to transducer movement or
breathing, and the high degree of variation of the comet character, location, and number below the
pleural line during a few seconds duration lung exam.
From the consistent character of the ultrasound speckle pattern, stable tissue is
observed above the pleural line. This indicates that very slight motion of the trans-
ducer or slight motion with normal respiration is associated with a high degree of
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variation of the comet character, location, and number below the pleural line. So
comets, while somewhat distinct, are shown to be not completely “discrete” phenom-
ena; they vary in brightness/intensity, width, length, and reverberation pattern. We
adjusted for the ambiguity on comet counting and interpretation with the algorithm-
based approach outlined in the methods section above. All of the twenty patients
were able to successfully complete the ultrasound scanning during their standard
dialysis treatment. The demographic and clinical parameters of the twenty patients
are included in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Demographic and clinical data




Male Sex% 85% (17/20)
Diabetes % 55% (11/20)
Hypertension Documented % 95% (19/20)
Congestive Heart Failure Documented % 5% (1/20)
Coronary Artery Disease Documented % 20% (4/20)
Diastolic Blood Pressure (mmHg) 75±11
Systolic Blood Pressure (mmHg) 134±29
Ejection Fraction % 51±17
The output of the analysis program was stored in a plain text file and then an-
alyzed using OriginPro 9 (OriginLab Corporation, Northampton, Mass., USA) for
correlation. A series of relationships between comet count and clinical parameters
were examined. The pre-dialysis comet count was analyzed against the following
parameters using linear regression: blood pressure (BP), ejection fraction (EF), sub-
ject body weight, subject age, BMI, and blood volume (BV) indicators during the
course of dialysis such as final BV reduction (final BV), and mean BV reduction per
hour (BV slope). Among these parameters, diastolic blood pressure (Figure 6.3a:
r = 0.534, p = 0.015), and subject age ( Figure 6.3b: r = −0.446, p = 0.049)
showed significance at the 0.05 level. A combination of Final %BV and EF (Final
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Figure 6.3: Correlation between pre-dialysis comet count and clinical parameters diastolic BP (a),
age (b), ratio %BVFinal to EF (c), Bland-Altman plot of two observers for comet count (d), and
comet fraction (e).
BV divided by EF) was also found significant ( Figure 6.3c: r = −0.585, p = 0.028),
although Final BV (r = −0.427, p = 0.061) and EF (r = −0.377, p = 0.184) both
showed borderline significance. The rest factors were not found to be significant.
Comet fraction and comet count were closely correlated as a result of the inherent
inter-relationship between these two metrics (r = 0.973, p < 0.001). Therefore,
comet fraction yielded similar results. Diastolic blood pressure (r = 0.570, p =
0.009), subject age (r = −0.461, p = 0.041), and Final %BV/EF (r = −0.602,
p = 0.023) were found to be significant. Other parameters mentioned above were
not found to be significant with comet fraction.
To examine if comet counts or fractions changed during dialysis, a two-sided,
paired t test was performed. The results were negative with p = 0.921 for comet
count, and p = 0.874 for comet fraction. A separate linear regression model suggested
the decrease in comet count during the dialysis period (defined as the comet count
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at the beginning of dialysis minus the comet count at the end of dialysis) strongly
correlates neither with the UF achieved (r = 0.109, p = 0.522) nor with the change
in mean arterial BP (r = 0.035, p = 0.843). The full results of the analysis can be
found in Table 6.2.
Table 6.2: Full results of comet analysis: comet count and comet fraction versus clinical parameters.
BP: Blood Pressure. %BV: Percent blood volume change. Significance levels: *: p < 0.05; **:
p < 0.01; ***: p < 0.001.
Comet Score Clinical Parameter Unit Range R-value p-value Sig.
Pre-Dialysis
Comet Count
Diastolic BP mmHg 75±11 0.534 0.015 *
Systolic BP mmHg 134±29 0.249 0.289 (NS)
Final %BV percent -8.5±4.7 -0.427 0.061 (NS)
Mean BV/h percent/h -2.2±1.2 -0.360 0.119 (NS)
Ejection Fraction - 51±17 -0.377 0.184 (NS)
Final %BV/EF - - -0.585 0.028 *
Subject Dry Weight kg 96±24 0.294 0.208 (NS)
Subject Age years old 53±14 -0.446 0.049 *
Subject BMI kg/m2 31.5±7.6 0.217 0.358 (NS)
Pre-Dialysis
Comet Fraction
Diastolic BP mmHg 75±11 0.570 0.009 **
Systolic BP mmHg 134±29 0.268 0.253 (NS)
Final %BV percent -8.5±4.7 -0.355 0.124 (NS)
Mean BV/h percent/h -2.2±1.2 -0.283 0.226 (NS)
Ejection Fraction - 51±17 -0.447 0.109 (NS)
Final %BV/EF - - -0.602 0.023 *
Subject Dry Weight kg 96±24 0.279 0.234 (NS)
Subject Age years old 53±14 -0.461 0.041 *
Subject BMI kg/m2 31.5±7.6 0.167 0.480 (NS)
Comet Fraction Comet Count - - 0.973 < 0.001 ***
Decreased
Comet Count
UF Achieved L 3.1±1.7 0.109 0.522 (NS)
Mean BP Change mmHg 2.23±11.55 0.035 0.843 (NS)
Pre vs. Post Dialysis Comet Count - - - 0.921 (NS)
Pre vs. Post Dialysis Comet Fraction - - - 0.874 (NS)
The comet width correlates positively with both comet fraction (p < 0.001, Adj.
R2 = 0.70) and comet count (p < 0.001, Adj. R2 = 0.58), which is reasonable due to
the comet width being a derived property of the two measures. It is also positively
correlated with diastolic BP (p = 0.026, r = 0.498) and negatively correlated with
the ejection fraction (p = 0.036, r = −0.564).
To examine the amount of error introduced by different observers, an inter-
observer analysis was performed. The correlation coefficient between the two ob-
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servers did not show a high agreement on either comet count (r = 0.368) or comet
fraction (r = 0.310) and the Bland-Altman plot of the observers is shown in Figure
6.3de. The inter-observer variation for both comet count and comet fraction obser-
vations were within two standard deviations for most measurements, even though
the inter-observer variation was high.
6.5 Discussion
There is increasing evidence for the potential value of ultrasound lung comets
in assisting with pulmonary fluid status assessment [1, 2, 3, 5, 6]. However, the
variation and fluctuation of comet character as well as questions about using them
as a quantitative measure [4] highlight the need for automated and objective tools
such as the algorithm in this study. Fundamentally, lung water comets result from
acoustic reverberation caused by acoustic impedance mismatches [5, 6, 7, 8]. This
reverberation results in multiple ‘comet tail’ artifacts generated in the image at the
lung surface; water-thickened interlobular septa near the pleural surface may be the
source of this reverberation pattern in the ultrasound images [5, 6, 7, 8].
However, this explanation of comet generation does not necessarily mean that
some “quantity” of comet number or character can be translated directly into a
quantitative measure of pulmonary edema. Additional fundamental work is yet to
establish the basis for lung water quantification and to relate this quantity to ultra-
sound comet generation, and to clinical findings. Notwithstanding this observation,
the clinical ultrasound data and correlations with clinical findings that we observed
points to the fact that further work be performed using this or similar approaches.
In this pilot project, our purpose was to develop and clinically test an objec-
tive measurement algorithm-based approach to detect comet patterns in standard
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DICOM ultrasound B-mode cine loops (video sequences) and calculate various met-
rics associated with these artifacts. This type of approach allows the processing of
considerably more data than can be performed manually by the clinician. For ex-
ample, in this study more than 20,000 frames of data were processed for these 20
subjects, offering the possibility of extracting considerably more information from a
rich ultrasound dataset that may be routinely collected in a short lung ultrasound
examination. While algorithm-based quantification standardizes ultrasound comet
analysis and allows for large amounts of data to be incorporated into the examina-
tion, additional sources of measurement variation remain. Bland-Altman analysis
showed comparable measurements between observers, yet the inter-observer spread
indicated differences in image acquisition between observers likely from small differ-
ences in probe position. The comet fluctuation during the measurements we observed
and the inter-observer variation do suggest that standardization of acquisition will
improve quantification. The user-defined ROI may also be a source of measurement
variation although this appeared more consistent during the analysis. Both of these
variables require more study.
We had hypothesized that if the lung ultrasound comets were related directly
to lung fluid content that there would be a detectable difference from beginning to
end of dialysis using this approach. However, we did not detect such a difference
in this stable patient population. This is in contrast with other investigators’ find-
ings that comets were reduced with fluid removal during dialysis [9] in hospitalized
patients. One possible explanation is this smaller pilot study was underpowered to
detect this change in this stable outpatient population. We have started a study in
hospitalized dialysis patients to investigate this further. The positive findings are
interesting in that lower cardiac ejection fraction accompanied by higher-end dialy-
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sis reduction in intravascular blood volume was associated with greater pre-dialysis
comets counts. This occurred in the absence of greater ultrafiltration targets for these
patients. Patients with low ejection fraction may have reduced redistribution of flu-
ids from extravascular compartments, including lungs and extremities, and manifest
this as greater intra-dialytic reduction in relative blood volume during dialysis. This
is interesting to consider in light of the greater mortality associated with greater
lung water comets independently observed [3]. More study is needed to better un-
derstand the relationship between fluid compartments and the rate at which fluid
shifts between compartments. Similarly, elevated blood pressure is associated with
increased fluid, and this is supported by these findings of greater lung comet counts
and comet fractions in patients with predialysis diastolic hypertension. The reason
lower cometcounts were seen in patients with increasing age is uncertain. Future
studies may benefit from intravascular or other volume status monitoring to deter-
mine how much reduction in lung water will occur with what degree of intravascular
contraction during dialysis in different patient populations.
6.6 Conclusion
Algorithm-based ultrasound signal-processing methods may help objectively quan-
tify lung ultrasound comets. This initial analysis suggests that such approaches to
lung comet measurement allow operator-independent objective processing of large
amounts of video ultrasound (cine loop) data; so while inter-observer ultrasound
data collection remains a variable, the data analysis step may be objectively con-
ducted. Our pilot data from this small series of stable dialysis outpatients did not
detect a change in comets during single dialysis sessions, but lung comets were as-
sociated with clinically relevant cardiovascular and fluid status parameters. Further
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studies are required to both explain the quantitative relationship between comets
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Chapter VII
Quantifying Lung Ultrasound Comets with a Convolutional
Neural Network: Initial Clinical Results
7.1 Introduction
Lung ultrasound comets, or “B-Lines”, are “comet-tail” artifacts that emanate
from the lung surface [1]. Various lung ultrasound findings are receiving increasing
attention for detecting or ruling out several lung pathologies [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In par-
ticular, observations of lung ultrasound comets have been related to the presence
of extravascular lung water [1]. Recent evidence further suggests that these comet
artifacts may useful in evaluating pulmonary edema [7, 8, 9, 10] and have the poten-
tial to predict patient outcomes [7]. These ultasound findings may be partcicularly
helpful in the end stage renal disease setting where patients suffer from fluid overload
and pulmonary edema [7, 9].
The current practice of identifying lung ultrasound comets, which involves physi-
cians observing still ultrasound images, has two major limitations. The number and
location of lung comets can vary during the time span of an ultrasound motion pic-
ture (cine) loop [11], meaning that the identification of comets from a single image
is likely not representative of the region imaged [9]. In addition, the evaluation of
lung comets can vary from observer to observer and between initial interpretation
and reinterpretation by a single observer [12].
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Initial steps have been taken to address the limitations by adopting an auto-
mated computer algorithm with varied degree of clinical success [9, 13, 14, 15, 16].
These previous approaches assume lung comets are pure line features and apply line
detection methods on the ultrasound images. Traditional filtering and feature ex-
traction methods were used on some of these approaches [9, 13, 14]. These methods
do not sufficiently differentiate B-lines from the other line-type artifacts in the im-
ages. Validation results comparing computer counting to human counting is scarce to
non-existent in many of these methods. More recently, B-line detection has been for-
mulated as an inverse problem [15, 16]. The approach by Anantrasirichai et al. [16]
has shown significant promise with a reported F1-score of 0.94 for individual comets
in a 100-image pediatric ultrasound image set acquired from array transducers, but it
is unclear how the approach will perform when extended to adult ultrasound images
or when applied to images acquired by single element transducers.
Artificial neural networks are well established and have been successfully adapted
for computer vision and classification in machine learning [17]. Unlike traditional
image processing methods, neural networks would not assume lung comets as lines
and hidden features from an observer may be extracted. With adequate training data
support, artificial neural networks can yield a satisfactory level of accuracy in clas-
sification of images. Training these networks often require high-performance GPUs
but interpretation can be computationally inexpensive. Because the accuracy of a
neural network model can be determined by comparison of the output of the neural
network with the observed findings by human, the performance of the algorithm can
be evaluated using the human observations as the reference.
Our goal is to guide patient diagnosis and quantify lung edema by applying real-
time lung comet quantification using machine learning with a portable low-cost USB
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ultrasound probe in a point-of-care setting. This study is the initial step towards
our goal. In this pilot study, we used a convolutional neural network as the primary
algorithm to identify lung ultrasound comets to evaluate the use of neural networks
in future lung ultrasound comet studies.
7.2 Methods
The data was collected under our institutional review board (IRB) approved study
HUM 79017 in 2013-14 with informed consent from the subjects. A database of lung
ultrasound images along with their comet counts were constructed from the collected
data. The lung ultrasound measurements were performed using a commercially avail-
able USB-based portable transducer with single element mechanical scanning (7.5
MHz, small parts probe, Interson Corporation, Pleasanton, CA). Ultrasound scan-
ning was performed through the intercostal (IC) spaces in the anterior and lateral
chest for the right and left hemi-thorax using data collection methods previously re-
ported [7, 9]. Uniform gain and power settings were used throughout the ultrasound
image acquisition. The database was then used for training and testing the perfor-
mance of the neural network models. The accuracy of comet count was used as the
primary measure of performance of the system; in addition, the ability of the system
to classify an ultrasound image as “negative, mild, or severe” was used as another
measure of performance. The neural network is also deployed on a small scale of
clinical data to establish its clinical significance. The clinical dataset is composed of
152 lung ultrasound loops with 32 frames each, for a total of 4864 images. These cine
loops were obtained under the protocol documented in our previous paper. [9] The
original study involved 20 stable hemodialysis patients, 17 men and 3 women, with
two sessions of scans before and after the patients undergo dialysis. Each set of scan
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contains 12 to 32 loops. [9] The methods documented below covers the construction
of the database, the structure of the neural network, the considerations to address
overfitting, and the computing environment.
7.2.1 Database Construction
The 152 cine loops were randomly selected from a pool of more than 500 loops,
composed of the first to thirteenth cine loop from each scan session. Locations #1-13
were chosen because these loops were found to be relatively comet rich. A total of
4864 ultrasound images were obtained during the above process. These images are
then randomly pooled into three sets: a training set (3584 images, 73.7%), a cross-
validation set (640 images, 13.2%) and a test set (640 images, 13.2%). The images
were imported into an in-house GUI for data collection and were labeled per the
number of comets present. The region of interest (ROI), recycled from our previous
study [9], defines a 10 millimeter region just below the lung border, where the lung
comets are typically present. The available labels for each image ranges are every
integer between 0 and 6, for a total of seven available labels because 6 is the observed
maximum number of comets present in the image database. Due to the author’s
intention of performing a feasibility study, the lung comets were not segmented and
labeled individually; instead, the images were labeled with the number of comets
present in the ROI stored as the label. The observer had no knowledge of the clinical
parameters of the subject, the comet counts from the previous study, or which set
the image would fall into. The ROI was stored instead of the whole picture because
the ROI is the most comet rich and the number of pixels contained in the ROI
(410×256) is much smaller than the whole image (2048×256). The ROI was then
rescaled to a resolution of 128×128 for a further reduction in dimensionality of input.
The comets are seen in the original image as 5-10 pixels long and hundreds of pixels
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wide according to the observer, so they can still be seen after resizing. All images
are in grayscale. A workflow of the labeling process is available in Figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Dataset Generation. Step 1: Manually count the number of comets present in the ROI
of the image (example image: 3 comets). The three comets are shown with a white text overlay.
Step 2: Choose the label corresponding to the number of comets present (example image: 3). Step
3: Save the rescaled image with the label.
7.2.2 Structure of the Neural Network
The architecture of a basic convolutional neural network can contain three types
of layers: convolutional layers, pooling layers, and fully connected layers. The con-
volutional layer uses a small kernel and extracts features from a larger image. The
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number of convolutional layers tends to increase with the depth of the neural net-
work. The pooling layer effectively down-samples an image and decreases its size.
The fully connected layer computes its results from all the parameters from the pre-
vious layers and is often used for categorization purposes. An activation function
can appear along with these layers above to regulate the output of these layers and
apply nonlinearity to their output.
This neural network was constructed with considerations of a relatively high di-
mension of input and a small size of the training set. Rectified linear units (ReLU)
were chosen as the activation functions for the neurons due to a reported faster train-
ing speed and the ability to prevent overfitting [18]. Overlapping average pooling
with a window size of 3Ö3 and stride 2 was used across all layers except for the
first layer, which uses max pooling of the same window size. This pooling scheme
generated the highest accuracy on the validation set.
The final neural network contains four convolutional layers and a fully connected
layer. Each of the four convolutional layers has kernels of size 5Ö5 with non-
decreasing data depths of 16, 32, 64, and 128. The output of each convolutional
layer is rectified by a ReLU unit and accompanied by a pooling layer. The fully
connected layer contains a softmax regression layer for final classification. The input
of this neural network is 16384-dimensional (128×128); the output is a single label
for the number of comets present in the image. The network contains 5.3Ö105 pa-
rameters in total. The overall structure of the neural network can be found in Figure
7.2.
During evaluation, the neural network is evaluated five times and the most com-
mon result was used as the output.
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Figure 7.2: Structure of the convolutional neural network. The neural network consists of four con-
volutional layers and a fully connected layer. All convolutional kernels are 5Ö5. Each convolutional
layer is accompanied by an overlapping average pooling layer. The fully connected layer routes to
one of the possible comet counts in 0 to 6.
7.2.3 Considerations to Address Overfitting
Although the network is relatively small with 5.3× 105 parameters, overfitting is
still a big concern since the number of parameters overwhelm the number of training
samples. Two measures were taken to address the potential of overfitting: data aug-
mentation and dropout. Data augmentation creates unobserved data from observed
data and can reduce the chance of overfitting [19, 20]. To artificially increase the
size of the dataset, two kinds of data augmentation were used. First, the images
are flipped to double the size of the training set. The second kind of data augmen-
tation involves moving the ROI. The ROI of each image is moved up and down by
5% and 10% of the length of the ROI (410 pixels), as shown in Figure 7.3. The
augmented training set was therefore 10 times the original size of the training set,
but the inter-dependency of the training samples was increased.
Dropout involves dropping out the neuron in the network when the probability
output of the neuron decreases below a certain level [21, 22]. The effective number
of parameters within a neural network is reduced when dropout is introduced. In
this neural network, a dropout level of 0.25 is used across the third and fourth con-
volutional layers. The training of the neural network was conducted using MATLAB
2016b (Natick, MA) with MatConvNet [23] beta 20. A standard mini-batch stochas-
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Figure 7.3: Data Augmentation by Moving ROI and Flipping. “+” denotes moving down and “-”
denotes moving up. Images shown are extracted from the ROI in Figure 7.1.
tic gradient descent with momentum was used as the minimization algorithm. The
batch size was 256. The final network was trained on an Intel Xeon E3-1241 v3
with NVIDIA Quadro K620 GPU with 2GB graphical memory. The training speed
on GPU was about two hours. The output of the neural network was exported as
plain text files and analyzed using OriginPro (OriginLab, Northampton, MA), SPSS
(IBM, Armonk, NY) and R [24].
7.3 Results
Training and testing of the neural network was performed on a 4,864-image dataset
obtained by the authors under IRB approval. Overfitting was well controlled with
the measures taken as written in the methods section. The neural network counted
the number of comets the same as the observer (“true value”) in 43.4% of the im-
ages. Beyond the correctly identified images, there are another 40.8% of images
with an identified comet number of true value ± 1. The measurement of intraclass
correlation (ICC) for observer difference reveals that the agreement between the
human-identified comet counts and the output of the neural network is excellent [25]
(ICC=0.791). Our reported ICC value is based on absolute agreement. This ICC
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value is superior to the ICC (0.586-0.676) of a single person identifying a single set of
lung ultrasound images twice as reported by Gullett et al. [12]. A Bland-Altman plot
for comparing the observer against the neural network for the test set is available in
Figure 7.4. The Bland-Altman plot confirms a relatively low variation between the
comet counts identified by hand and by the neural network.
Figure 7.4: Bland-Altman Plot for Test Set. Size of circle denotes sample count. Most samples are
centered around the Differences = 0 line, meaning that the human observer agrees well with the
neural network.
The results are then rearranged for assessing the diagnostic value of the neural
network. Researchers have used different standards for categorizing the severity of
the presence of the lung ultrasound comets. Frassi et al. [2] have reported that
the presence of 30 comets (at 28 scan sites, average 1.07 comets/image) indicates a
severe condition; Gullett et al. [12] used 3 comets per image as the threshold for a
comet-positive image. We will use the latter threshold to determine if an image is
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comet positive because of our own associated clinical findings. Using this designation,
the neural network can categorize 80.8% of images correctly on the test set with a
retrained network. From the confusion matrix shown in Table 7.1, we achieved a
precision of 73.1% and recall of 62.7%. The corresponding F1-score is 0.675.
Table 7.1: Breakdown of accuracy in categorization of degree of comets present. - means negative
and + means positive. 80.8% images were categorized correctly. The precision is 73.1% and recall






The neural network was then deployed on a larger level of analysis using the exact
same dataset as in our previous paper [9]. This 196-loop clinical dataset includes scan
location 1-4 of all subjects. A summary of the clinical parameters and demographics
is available in Table 7.2. This dataset has a partial overlap with the trained data.
The neural network saw 67 out of 196 loops (34.2%) in training, validation, or test
set, while the rest 129 (65.8%) are new to the network. We selected this dataset
to serve as cross-verification with respect to our previous results despite an optimal
clinical set would have no overlap with the data used in the neural network.
Table 7.2: Clinical parameters and demographics of the patients




Male Sex% 85% (17/20)
Diabetes % 55% (11/20)
Hypertension Documented % 95% (19/20)
Congestive Heart Failure Documented % 5% (1/20)
Coronary Artery Disease Documented % 20% (4/20)
Diastolic Blood Pressure (mmHg) 75±11
Systolic Blood Pressure (mmHg) 134±29
Ejection Fraction % 51±17
The comet counts by the neural network, averaged to patient level, are analyzed
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against a series of clinical parameters using linear regression. The comet count
exhibits a positive correlation (p = 0.047, r = 0.448) with respect to diastolic blood
pressure and a near-significant negative correlation (p = 0.061, r = −0.513) with the
ejection fraction, as both were confirmed by Weitzel et al. [9]. In the meantime, the
patients with a higher BMI (p = 0.009, r = −0.566) were found to have fewer comets.
The systolic blood pressure (p=0.371), final blood volume change (p = 0.468), and
age (p = 0.575) were not found to be significant contributors to comet count. We
found similar relationships with respect to the number of positive comet images for
each patient, especially in diastolic blood pressure (p = 0.041, r = 0.460) and ejection
fraction (p = 0.090, r = −0.470). A summary of the results is available in Table 7.3
and Figure 7.5.
Table 7.3: Linear regression of comet count (Count) and number of comet positive images (Comet+)
versus relevant clinical parameters, including diastolic and systolic BP (Blood pressure), Final
%BV (Change in percent blood volume), EF (Ejection fraction), age, and BMI(body mass index).
Significance levels (Sig.): NS - not significant. * - p < 0.05. ** - p < 0.01. *** - p < 0.001. Clinical
significance of comet counting is mainly in diastolic BP, EF, and BMI.
Clinical p-value p-value
Parameter Unit Range R-value (Count) Sig. (Comet+) Sig.
Diastolic BP mmHg 75±11 0.448 0.047 * 0.041 *
Systolic BP mmHg 134±29 0.211 0.370 NS 0.446 NS
Final %BV Percent −8.5± 4.7 −0.172 0.468 NS 0.511 NS
EF % Percent 51± 17 −0.513 0.061 NS 0.090 NS
Subject Age years 53± 14 −0.133 0.575 NS 0.441 NS
Subject BMI kg/m2 31.5± 7.6 −0.566 0.009 ** 0.149 NS
Relationship between comet counts and achieved amount of ultrafiltration (UF) is
reported in Figure 7.6. Achieved UF, which is positively correlated with body weight,
can be seen to be firstly positively correlated with comet count. The correlation then
reaches a plateau and drops negative. Our hypothesis with respect to this behavior
can be seen in the discussion section.
As a proof of concept for clinical use, two de novo ultrasound loops are randomly
selected from the rest of the 500 loops detailed above and fed into the neural network.
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(a) BMI (b) EF
(c) Diastolic BP
Figure 7.5: (a) Linear Regression of BMI (p=0.009, r=-0.566), (b) Diastolic Blood Pressure
(p=0.047, r=0.448), and (c) Ejection Fraction (p=0.061, r=-0.513) against Comet Count.
The comet counts were also identified by hand. The categorized severity of comets
was compared between the output of the neural network and hand counting and the
results can be seen in Figure 7.7. The agreement is 62.5% on the first loop and 50%
on the second loop. On a loop level, hand counting indicated 11 (+) and 21 (++)
frames compared to 13 (+) and 19 (++) frames from the neural network for the first
loop, both confirming that the first loop is comet dense. The second loop has 12 (-)
and 20 (+) when counted by hand and 18 (-) and 14 (+) frames when counted by
neural network, suggesting a comet mild loop. There is no severe misidentification
in either loop; the indicated clinical outcome is similar.
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(a) UF vs. Comet Count Average (b) UF vs. Body Weight
Figure 7.6: (a) A quadratic fit of the amount of ultrafiltration (UF), in liters, achieved with respect
to the comet count. They are initially positively correlated until it quickly drops off. The p-value
shown is the p-value of the leading quadratic term. The quadratic fit is statistically significant. (b)
The amount of UF achieved positively correlates with the body weight of the subject in kilograms
(p=0.009).
7.4 Discussion
The lung comet dataset labeled in this study is the largest to date by an order
of magnitude compared to the 50-100 images used in existing studies [13, 16]. The
database contains images collected from a mechanically scanned single-element trans-
ducer, which is representative in a point-of-care and telehealth ultrasound setting,
although low cost array imaging systems capable of higher image quality were intro-
duced by Phillips in 2015 and have been evolving. This neural network is a promising
approach since it has reasonable accuracy and a low number of parameters. The
lower number of parameters leads to increased practicality of implementation since
this translates into less computational time and computing power requirements as
discussed below. The 43.4% absolute accuracy means that in 43.4% of the images,
the neural network identified the same number of lung comets as the observer. De-
spite an apparently low 43.4% absolute accuracy in the test set, the neural network
reached a 0.791 absolute ICC, which indicates a low deviation from the true comet
count if the comet count may be incorrect in absolute measures. This ICC suggests
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of Categorized Comet Severity for New Data. 0=Negative, 1=Mild, 2=Se-
vere. Both measures agree on the “comet-dense” nature of the first loop with 20/32 (62.5%)
agreement on frames. Both measures find the second loop to be “comet mild”, with 16/32 (50.0%)
agreement on frames. No severe misidentification happened in either loop. On a loop level:
Loop 1: Hand 0 (-) / 11 (+) / 21 (++) vs Neural network 0 (-) / 13 (+) / 19 (++)
Loop 2: Hand 12 (-) / 20 (+) / 0 (++) vs Neural network 18 (-) / 14 (+) / 0 (++)
a higher level of agreement of comet counting between human observers in this study
and neural network than that of a single observer counting the comets twice as re-
ported in the literature [12]. The excellent ICC level reveals the potential of using
neural network as the “gold standard” in identifying lung comets. In addition, the
neural network can still use more training samples and the accuracy and ICC can be
further increased with more data. We decided to limit the current study to 4,896 im-
ages because of time limitations for the investigators in labeling the images to train
the algorithm. With increased data, and additional time resources, a larger neural
network may be used to train on the available data, which may further increase the
accuracy. However, the accuracy will be limited by the intrinsic variations in comet
counting by human. We conjecture that further studies using a combination of lung
ultrasound and other available clinical information, such as CT information and pa-
tient’s medical history, may allow greater pace to be made in improving accuracy
within diagnostic tolerance.
Categorizing the ultrasound images into comet negative and positive adds a layer
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of supplemental information that may be diagnostically relevant in assessing pul-
monary edema. In clinical practice, the presence or absence of comets may be helpful
in determining when a patient it at the ideal fluid status (aka “dry weight”), or these
categories may relate to how far a patient is from their dry weight.
In the clinical dataset, the clinical findings agree well with our previous results.
As in our previous study [9], these neural network findings also suggest that a higher
diastolic blood pressure and a lower ejection fraction are correlated with higher comet
counts. Patients with fluid overload generally present with a higher blood pressure,
and the excess fluid may manifest itself with increased fluid in the lungs and corre-
sponding higher number of comets seen on ultrasound scans. Likewise, a low ejection
fraction may be accompanied by excess lung edema and more comets. We hypoth-
esize that the observation of higher BMI being associated with lower comet counts
may be attributed to attenuation of the ultrasound signal by adipose tissue. This
hypothesis requires further study but is supported by the following. The number
of comets is expected to increase with the obtained ultrafiltration (UF) amount, i.e.
water obtained during dialysis sessions; this behavior can be seen initially but quickly
decreases with increased UF amount, which is positively correlated with the body
weight of the subjects. This observation suggests difficulty for the neural network,
and potentially for the observer, to see comets in overweight patients. All these
observations are suggestive and require further investigation.
Potential future deployment will likely benefit from the relatively low number
of parameters that this neural network possesses. With the current structure and
its 5.3 × 105 parameters, this neural network requires little computing power. A
test on an Intel i5-6260U computer reveals that the comet identification and clinical
classification of a full loop (32 frames) takes 0.11-0.12 seconds. The requirement for
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memory and storage is on the order of megabytes. These low requirements ensure
that most current computing systems will be able to handle this neural network and
real-time comet identification is feasible. If deployed on a cloud level, this neural
network will require a very small amount of network data transmission, which makes
it suitable for potential use in telehealth and Internet applications. A fully automated
comet identification system can incorporate another module with automatic ROI
identification using either image processing or neural network methods. A fully-
automated system adds little tie and effort to the current clinical practice of lung
comet identification, potentially be less burdensome than manual comet counting,
and has great potential to be a clinical diagnostic tool for lung water assessment.
While this neural network exhibits many promising characteristics, there are some
limitations exist that require further study.
First, the size of the database contains 4864 ultrasound images. It is the largest
lung comet database to date but is still comparatively small compared to a big
database such as ImageNet. The number of parameters still overwhelms the number
of training samples. The distribution of the comet counts in the database is also
somewhat uneven. The distribution of the number of images with respect to its
labels (“comet counts”) are attached in Table 7.4.
Table 7.4: Distribution of comet count in the comet database. The database contains many frames
with low comet counts and few with high comet counts.








Second, the neural network has performed reasonably well on the images with low
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or medium comet counts (0-3, 48.3% correct) but disagreed with reference measures
on the images with high comet counts (4-6, 19.4% correct). This is mainly due to
the scarcity of supporting samples in the training set for comet-rich samples. In
fact, it is very difficult for an artificial neural network to learn from a small pool of
samples [26]. Collecting and using more data in a larger database can mitigate the
low accuracy on comet-rich samples. With a much larger database, there would be
enough comet-rich samples to train from; the samples can also be randomly pooled at
a loop-level instead of an image-level during data split to make the training set and
the test set more independent of each other. In this way, loop-level information can
be generated and compared to clinical data. A further expansion for future studies
would be to obtain lung ultrasound scans from a wide range of patients and pool the
data on a patient level.
Third, the database was labeled by a single observer. Thus, the neural network
behaves like this observer and contains this observer’s subjective tendencies. The
comet counting is also subject to observer fluctuations as suggested in a prior pub-
lication [12]. Because of the inherent difficulties and visual variations in identifying
comets, a training set with input from multiple observers will help reduce subjec-
tivity. Ideally, a pool of physicians will be recruited to perform comet identification
in future studies so that the inter-observer variation can be minimized; this too will
be the subject of future studies. A reader study characterizing the agreement of a
single observer, and between multiple observers, will also be helpful in assessing the
reliability of potential automatic comet counting methods.
Finally, the approach to neural network learning, in this case, can also be refined.
Instead of labeling the ultrasound image, individual comets can be labeled along
with information on their positions. The neural network can then be tuned to learn
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from individual comets and identify the comets individually when deployed. This
approach can potentially reveal information on the position of the comets and track
their movement. A subset of neural networks called U-Net [27] have been applied to
biomedical imaging and we are actively pursuing this path.
7.5 Conclusion
Although increasing evidence suggests that lung ultrasound comets may be clin-
ically valuable in assessing pulmonary edema, the objective quantification of these
comets has been very challenging. We performed a pilot study to test the feasi-
bility of using a neural network system to perform lung ultrasound counting. A
corresponding database of 4,896 ultrasound images was built for this system as the
learning source. This machine learning system achieved a 43.4% accuracy in absolute
measures and a 0.791 absolute ICC. The apparent low absolute accuracy is reflective
of the low inter-measurement agreement of the comet count by a single observer re-
reading the same frames. The high ICC level indicates substantial agreement of the
neural network algorithm with the comet quantity as counted by a human. With
the same sets of parameters, the system categorized 80.8% of the images correctly
for the severity of the lung ultrasound comets when divided into a positive and a
negative group. With a relatively low number of parameters, this neural network
approach shows significant potential in medical decision support systems while re-
quiring only modest computing power. The potential clinical utility of the neural
network for lung comet assessment was illustrated by showing correlation between
comet count and diastolic blood pressure as well as ejection fraction. Future work
on this neural network will involve using more data to improve accuracy, tracking
the movement of the comets, testing inter-observer variation, and assessing clinical
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Chapter VIII
Future Directions: Comet Quantification
8.1 Introduction
It is clear that neither the image processing method introduced in Chapter VI
and the machine learning method in Chapter VII are perfect. One important aspect
of comet quantification is left out in each study.
The image processing method in Chapter VI uses a single threshold for all im-
ages, and tuning of the threshold parameter was purely empirical. Although clinical
significance was found, the results were not verified by a human-labeled database so
that the accuracy of the method was not verified. It also required a human-labeled
region of interest (ROI). The strength of the method is that this method was also a
segmentation method that displays the detected comets on the screen, giving more
information about the movement of comets, which has been overlooked so far. This
method is also flexible in the quantifying measure of comets reported, including the
comet count, fraction, and average width.
The machine learning method in Chapter VII achieves greater consistency and is
more objective than human labeling, but a few problems still exist. First, a labeled
ROI is still needed - although in our case, we recycled the ROI from Chapter VI.
The maximum number of comets present inside a ultrasound image is limited at 6
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and the algorithm has low accuracy in identifying comet-rich images due to the lack
of data in the training set. This system is also not clinic-ready: the system operates
as a black box by simply telling you how many comets there are in an image, but not
where they are and why. It is not capable of generating other quantitative measures.
Automatic segmentation of lung comets using machine learning is the perfect mar-
riage of the two. Segmentation networks can process images in patches and segment
the information of interest. This chapter will illustrate recommendations of using
segmentation networks, such as U-Nets [1], as a way to identify the number and loca-
tion of the comets. In this chapter, we will discuss about the data collection utility
and database we collected, and offer future recommendations for doing automatic
comet segmentation with this utility or database.
8.2 Data Collection for Segmentation Networks
Segmentation networks require a different kind of label: masks of the pixel loca-
tions of the comets.
To achieve the best results, we need data labeled by experts. Therefore, we
designed an application for clinicians to provide labeled comets. The main graphical
user interface (GUI) is shown below in Figure 8.1.
Users can use this utility to label comets in shape of rectangles. For labeling one
comet, the user would click on the image where the top-left corner of the comet is,
and the down-right corner. Real time information of instructions is displayed on the
top, and the current coordinates and progress within the cine loop is displayed on
the right.
The ultrasound image displayed is very lightly processed by normalizing the image
by its standard deviation to avoid affecting downstream machine learning systems.
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Figure 8.1: Main GUI for the comet labeling application. The application provides features includ-
ing labeling comets, storing labels, and recalling labeled information.
Each frame of the cine loop is labeled, and then the information of the normalized
images and the masks are compressed and stored on disk.
This application is written in Python 3 and is available as a standalone executable
with packaged readme help document. The source code is available at https://
gitlab.com/bioxusn/comet-marking if access is granted.
We invited an expert physician and an amateur to label comets using our utility
on the dataset we collected in Chapter VI. The physician labeled 45 loops, for all
patients at the same locations, and the amateur labeled all 88 loops we collected
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from a single patient. Each loop contains 32 frames.
We additionally collected another set of clinical dataset. Our expert labeled 96
loops in the test set.
The dataset is currently protected. Characterization with the 45 loops labeled by
the expert physician reveals 0.5% comet pixels and 99.5% non-comet pixels.
8.3 Future Directions
Labeling data can be extremely expensive and time-consuming. We first offer
suggestions on performing studies on the dataset that we collected and some potential
evaluation methods, and then we will offer suggestions on how to improve the dataset
to enhance the performance of potential machine learning studies.
8.3.1 Class Balancing for Segmentation Networks
Class imbalance is detrimental to the performance to convolutional neural net-
works [2] and in our case, the distribution of the classes is extremely biased. In
addition, we have seen the large gap in the performance of the lower-represented
classes in Chapter VII. To make the classes more balanced, we suggest the following
measures as an attempt to balance the classes.
First, we suggest using a Dice-coefficient based cost function [3, 4]. The Dice loss
has shown to be more resistant to class imbalances [5] than traditional cost functions,
such as the cross-entropy.
Second, we suggest using data augmentation techniques to artificially increase the
samples containing more comet pixels.. Data augmentation is a procedure to create
unobserved data from observed data to enlarge the size of the dataset [6]. One way
is to aggressively oversampling the data, as shown in Figure 8.2.
Using synthetic data for lung comets is another possible solution for augmen-
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Figure 8.2: Oversampling the data. The image size is 2048×256. We use sliding windows to sample
the image with window size 256× 256. If the image does not contain a comet, the step size is 256.
The step decreases according to the amount of comet-positive pixels inside an image.
tation. Generative adversarial networks (GANs) are designed for generating new
samples from learned distribution from an existing dataset. Since we have many
comet-negative loops, it could be beneficial to use a style transfer GAN [7] to con-
vert a comet-negative image to a comet-positive image in order to balance the class
representations.
8.3.2 Evaluation Methods
Pixel-wise accuracy may not be the best evaluation metric for segmentation of
lung comets: missing a few pixels may not be as important as say, segmenting cell
boundaries. Alternatively, two metrics have been proposed by Fenster and Chiu
[8], including a distance-based metric and an area-based metric. The distance-based
metric compares the distance between the true and predicted boundaries of the
enclosed areas; the area-based metric quantifies an F1-score based on the area of
positively-identified regions.
In addition, since lung comets are still traditionally counted as objects, traditional
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assessment scores such as intraclass correlation (ICC) can still be used.
8.3.3 Suggestions on the Dataset
Since the amount of comet-positive data is severely lacking, the priority should
be to collect and label more data that contain many comets. This addresses the
class-imbalance problem from the core.
The dataset is tied to a single transducer and may not be readily applicable to
other transducers. Since lung ultrasound has not been standardized in the clin-
ics, data from preferably multiple kinds of scanners and scanning depths should be
collected for easy adaptation to future standardization.
One could also attempt to get more people to label the comets using the comet-
labeling tool. In fact, the data we collected from the amateur and the expert have
4 loops in common. With enough consistency between labelers, the neural network
would benefit from receiving more labeled data. A study on the ICC of the existing
data can offer elementary insight on the consistency of comet interpretation, although
more labelers are still strongly preferred.
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